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Preface 
A ling of cndomorphisin of a module plays a very important role in many parts 
of mathematics; I he properly of ring itself is also clarified when we consider it as a 
ring of endomorphisms of a module. As a generaHzation of this idea, one can consider 
a set of homomorphisms of a module to another module which is closed under the 
addition and sul)traction defined naturally but has no more a structure of a ring since 
we cannot define the product. However, suppose that we have an additive group A-/ 
consisting of homomorphisms of a module A to a module B and that we have also an 
additive group .V consisting of homomorphisms of 5 to ^4. In this case we can define 
the product of three elements J\, y and J2 where J\ and J2 are elements of A/ and y 
is an element of .'V. If this product figf2 is also an element of M for every fi,g and 
/2, we say that /U is closed under the multiplication using A'' between. Similarly, we 
can define that A^  is closed under the multiplication using M between. Take / i , /2 
and /a in Af and gi and 32 iii A in the above case. Then we have 
{f\gf2)g2h = /l5l(/252/3) = /l(5l/292)/3-
Motivated by this observation Nobusawa [60] considered this situation abstractly and 
introduced the notion of F-rings as follows : Let M be an additive group whose 
elements are denoted by a,b,c,- • • , and F be another additive group whose elements 
are a,/?, 7. • • . Suppose that 076 is defined to be an element of M and that 70/? is 
defined to be an element of F for every a, b, 6 M and j,P ET. If the products satisfy 
the foUowing three conditions (t) {a + b)jc = ajc + bjc, a{/3 + 7)6 = a/Sb + a-fb, 
a'y{b + c) = an'b + a-<c, {it) {ajb)/3c = aj{bPc) = a{fbp)c, and (iii) if 076 = 0 for 
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any a and b in M, then 7 = 0 and M is called a F-ring. Barnes [16] weakened 
the above conditions and defined the F-rings as follows: Let M = {a,b,c,---} and 
F = {Q;, /3, 7, • • • } be additive abehan groups. Then M is said to be a F-ring if for 
all a,b,ce M and a, ft € F, (A) aab is an element of M. (ii) (a + b)ac ~ aac + bac, 
a{a + 0)b = aab + aftb, aa{b + c) = aab + aac and {Hi) {aab)Pc — aa{b/3c). 
Motivated by successful applications of differential operator, the notion of deriva-
tion was defined in rings as follows: An additive mapping d : R -^ R is said 
to be a derivation on a ring R if d{xy) — d{x)y + xd{y) holds for all x,y E R. 
Let d : M -> Af be an additive mapping on F-ring M. Then d is said to be 
a derivation (resp. Jordan derivation) on M if d{x'yy) — d{x)^y + xjd{y) (resp. 
d{x^x) = d(x)jx + xjd(x)) holds for all x, y e M and 7 € F. The present disserta-
tion entitled, '•^On Certain Additive Mappings in F Rings" contains an upto-date 
account of research work carried out by various authors in recent years on derivations 
and various additive mappings in F-rings. 
This exposition comprises four chapters and each chapter is further divided into 
sections. The definitions, examples, remarks and theorems etcetera have been spec-
ified with double decimal numbers. The first figure denotes the number of chapter, 
second represents the section in the chapter and third points out the number of the 
definition, the example or the theorem as the case may be in particular chapter. 
Chapter 1 contains prehminary notions, basic definitions, examples and some im-
portant well known results related to our study which are required for the development 
of the subject in the subsequent chapters. This chapter is an attempt to make this 
dissertation as self contained as possible. However, the basic knowledge of ring theory 
has been pre-assumed. 
Chapter 2 is devoted to the study of orthogonal mapping in F-ring. Two deriva-
tions d and (/ on a ring R are called orthogonal if d{x)Rg{y) = (0) = g{y)Rd{x) for 
all x,y e R. Bresar and Vukman [20] introduced the notion of orthogonaUty of two 
derivations d and g on a seiniprime ring and obtained several necessary and sutii-
cient conditions for d and g to be orthogonaL Further, Argag, Nakajima and Allias 
[4] introduced ortliogonal generalized derivation on a semiprime ring and presented 
some results concerning orthogonality of two generalized derivations of a semiprime 
ring. Section 2.2 deals with the study of orthogonaUty of a pair of generahzed deriva-
tions on F-rings. Following [13] two generalized derivations {D,d) and {Cg) of a 
F-ring M arc called orthogonal if D{x)TMTG{y) = (0) = G{y)TMTD{x) holds for 
all x,y G A/. Some results concerning orthogonality of two derivations (or two gen-
eralized derivati(ms) on a F-ring have been given. Later on, G61ba§i and Aydin [34] 
studied the orthogonality of (a, T)-derivations on a semiprime ring. Motivated by this 
study, All and Khan [2] extended the above result due to Ashraf and Jamal [13] in 
a more general setting of semiprime F-ring and obtained several results on orthogo-
nality. Section 2.3 presents the results for a pair of orthogonal (cr, r)-derivations on a 
semiprime F-rings. Various results concerning orthogonality for a pair of orthogonal 
generalized (a, r)-derivations have been given in Section 2.4. 
Cha])t(!r 3 deals with differential identities on F-rings. Many authors obtained th(^  
conmiutativity of prime (or semiprime) ring R by using various identities involving 
derivation d on some appropriate subsets of rings viz. (?;) d{[x, y]) = 0, {ti) d{[x, y\) = 
±[x,y],{iii) d{xoy) = ±ixoy) and [d{x),d{y)] = 0 (for reference see [14], [18], [28] and 
[33]). In the year 1981, Giambruno and Herstein [33] proved that if of is a derivation 
on a semiprime ring R such that for some positive integer n the relation ((i(x))" — 0 
holds for all .7: 6 R, then d = 0. Section 3.2 presents a generahzation of the result due 
to Giambruno and Herstein [33] in the setting of semiprime F-ring. Further, Section 
3.3 is devoted to the study of generalization of a result due to Bergen, Hesrtein and 
Kerr [18] in the setting of F-ring. The main result of this section states that if M 
is a 2 and 3-torsioii free prime F-ring, U a nonzero Lie ideal of M and d a nonzero 
derivation of M such that d{U) C U^d\U) C Z and d^{U) = 0, then U C Z. Finally, 
in Section 3.4, connnutativity of prime F-rings satisfying any one of the identities 
(i) {d{x),d{y)]^ = 0, (ii) [d{x), d{y)]-^ = [x,y]j, {in) d{xay) = d{yax), (iv) [d{x),y]^ = 
[x,d{y)]y and (v) d{xyy) — xjy 6 Z{M) for all x,y E U and 7 G F have been 
investigated. 
In Chapter 4, we discuss the concept of higher derivations on F-rings. Zalar 
[76] worked on centralizer of semiprime rings. An additive mapping T : R ^ R 
on a ring R is said to be a left (resp. right) centralizer if T{xy) = T{x)y (resp. 
T{xy) = xT{y)) holds for all x,y 6 R. If T is both left and right centralizer, then 
T is said to be a centralizer on the ring R. An additive mapping T : R ^ R which 
satisfies T{x o y) = T{x) o y — x o T{y) is called Jordan centralizer. Since product 
'o' is commutative there is no difference between left and right Jordan centralizer. 
It can be easily seen that every centralizer is a Jordan centralizer but the converse 
need not be true in general. Zalar [76] explored the converse and proved that every 
Jordan centralizer on a 2-torsion free semiprime ring is a centralizer. Inspired by 
this work Hoque and Paul [43] introduced the concept of centrahzer in the setting of 
semiprime F-ring which was further extended by Salih and Hammad [68] in terms of 
Jordan higher centrahzer on F-ring. Subsequently, Salih, Kamal and Hammad [67] 
studied the concept of Jordan higher iT-centralizer on F-rings. Some recent results 
concerning Jordan higher centralizers and Jordan higher X-centralizers have been 
included in Section 4.2. For a Lie ideal U of a ring R, an additive map cf :/?—>• i? is 
said to be a ([/, i?)-derivation of R if d{ur + su) = d{u)r + ud{r) + d{s)u-\-sd{u) for all 
ueU and r,s e R. Inspired by the concept of [U, i?)-derivation of an arbitrary ring 
R, Rehman and Paul [65] introduced the notion of (t/, M)-derivation on a F-ring M. 
Section 4.3 is devoted to the study of generaUzed [U, M)-derivation and generalized 
higher {U, A/)-derivations on F-rings. 
At the end, an extensive bibliography of the existing literature related to the 
subject matter of the dissertation is included. 
Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
1.1 Introduction 
This chapter includes some basic definitions, preliminary notions and fundamental 
results in rings and F-rings which are needed in the subsequent chapters. The ele-
mentary knowkxlge of algebraic concepts such as sets, groups, fields, ideals, liorno-
morphisms, zero divisors etc. have been pre assumed. For most of the material in 
this chapter we refer to [16],[39],[58] and [60] etc. 
1.2 Some ring theoretic concepts 
Throughout this dissertation unless otherwise mentioned (/?,+,•) will denote an 
associative ring. For the sake of convenience, the product of two elements a,b E R 
will be denoted by ab instead of a- 6. Further, we shall write R for {R, +, •). We begin 
with the following definitions : 
Definition 1.2.1. (Nilpotent Element) An element o of a ring R is called nilpotent 
if a" = 0 for some positive integer 7i. 
Definition 1.2.2. (Center of a Ring) The center of a ring R is the set of all those 
elements in R which commute with each element of R and denoted as Z{R), i.e., 
Z{R) = {x e R\xr^rx for all r e R} 
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Obviously, a ring R is commutative if and only if /? = Z{R). 
Definition 1.2.3. (Idempotent Element) An element e of a ring R is said to be 
idempotent if e^  = e. 
Definition 1.2.4. (Boolean Ring) If every element of a ring is idempotent, then such 
ring is known as Boolean Ring. 
Remark 1.2.1. (i) Every nilpotent element in a ring R is necessarily a divisor of 
zero. 
(a) Boolean rings are necessarily commutative. 
(in) A nonzero idempotent element in a ring can not be nilpotent in R. 
(iv) If e is an idempotent element of a ring R, then so is e + ex — exe and e + xe — exe 
for any x E R. 
{v) If e is an idempotent element of a ring R, then ex — exe and xe - exe are nilpotent 
in R for any x G R. 
Definition 1.2.5. (Ideal) An additive subgroup / of fl is said to be a left (resp. 
right) ideal of R, if ra e I (resp. ar e I) for aWae I,r e R. I is said to be an ideal 
of R, if it is left as well as right ideal of R. 
\ 
a, 6, c, d e Z Example 1.2.1. Let R = < 
\ 
a b 
c d I 
> . 
Then J^ = 
h = 
a, 5 e Z > is a right ideal but not a left ideal of R and 
a, 6 6 Z > is a left ideal but not a right ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.6. (Prime Ideal) A proper ideal / of a ring R is called a pnme ideal 
of R if for any two ideals A and B of R, AB C I implies A C I or B C I. 
Remark 1.2.2. Equivalently, an ideal / of a ring R is prime if and only if any one 
of the following condition holds: 
(i) li a.b e R .such that oRb C [, then a € I or b E I. 
[li] If (a) and [b) are principle ideals in R such that (a)(6) C / , then o 6 / or 6 6 f 
{lit) If U and V are left (right) ideals in R such that UV C / , then UClorVCl. 
Definition 1.2.7. (Prime Ring) A ring R is said to be prime if the zero ideal (0) is 
a prime ideal in It 
Remark 1.2.3. Eciuivalently, a ring /? is a prime ring if and only if any one of the 
following condition holds: 
(?) If h and /a are ideals in R such that hh = (0), then h = (0) or h = (0). 
(ii) For any a, b e R, aRb = (0) imphes either a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Remark 1.2.4. The center of prime ring is free from zero divisor. 
Remark 1.2.5. If R is a prime ring with no nonzero nilpotent element, then R has 
no zero divisor. 
Proof. Suppose ab = 0. Since (ba)'^ — {ba){ba) = b(ab)a = 0. By hypothesis, ba = 0. 
However, if ab =^ 0, then {ab)x = 0. This implies that a{bx) — 0 for all x G /?, i.e., 
{bx)a = 0 for all .r G R and hence bRa = (0). Since R is prime, either o, = 0 or 5 — 0, 
i.e., R has no z(rro divisor. 
Definition 1.2.8. (Semiprinie Ideal) An ideal P in a ring R is said to be a semiprime 
ideal in R if for every ideal / of R, I'^ C /^  implies / C P. 
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Remark 1.2.6. (i) A prime ideal is necessarily semiprime but the converse need not 
hold in general. 
(M) Intersection of prime (semiprime) ideals is semiprime. Thus in the ring Z of 
integers, ideal (2) O (3) = (6) is semiprime which is not prime. 
Definition 1.2.9. (Semiprime Ring) A ring R which has no nonzero nilpotent ideal 
is said to be a semiprime ring. 
Remark 1.2.7. A ring R is semiprime if and only if for any a E R, aRa = (0) imphes 
that a = 0. 
Remark 1.2.8. The center of a semiprime ring contains no nonzero nilpotent ele-
ment. 
Prooj. Let x be a nonzero nilpotent element of a ring R such that x G Z{R). Suppose 
that index of nilpotency is n. If??, = 2, then x^r = 0 for all x € R, i.e., x(xr) = 0 gives 
xrx — 0. This implies that x = 0. If n > 2, then 2n — 2 > 0 and we have (x"~^)^ = 0, 
i.e., (x"-i)2r = 0 for all r E R. This implies that (x"-i)i?(x"-i) = (0). Since R is 
semiprime, x""^ = 0, a contradiction. 
Definition 1.2.10. (Maximal Ideal) An ideal M in a ring R is called maximal ideal 
oiRxiM^R and for any ideal I oi R such that M C I C R, then either 7 =- M or 
I = R. 
Remark 1.2.9. Every maximal ideal in a commutative ring R with multiphcative 
identity 1 is prime. However, the converse need not be true in general. 
Example 1.2.2. (i) In the ring Z of integers, the ideal (0) is prime but (0) is not 
maximal because (0) C (2) C Z. 
(a) The ideal (4) in E, the ring of even integers is a maximal ideal but not prime as 
2-2 G (4) but 2 ^ (4). 
Definition 1.2.11. (Commutator Ideal) An ideal of a ring R generated by all the 
commutators [:r, y] with x, y G R is called the commutator ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.12. (CentraHzer) Let S be a nonempty subset of a ring R. Then the 
centralizer CniS) of S in R is defined by 
(^'R{S) — {x G R\xs — sx for all s 6 S}. 
If x e Cji(S), then we say that .T centralizes S^*. Evidently, CjiiR) = Z{R). 
Definition 1.2.13. (Amhhilator) If M is a subset of a commutative ring /?, then 
the annihihitor of M denoted by Ann{M), is the set of all elements r of R such that 
rm — 0 for all /// G M. Thus, 
Ann{M) = {r e /?|rm = 0 for all m G M } . 
Definition 1.2.14. (Characteristic of a Ring) The least positive integer n (if exists) 
such that tix = (J for every element x in R is called the characteristic of R and 
generally exi)ressed as chorR ~ n. If no such positive integer exists, then R is said to 
have the characteristic zero. 
Remark 1.2.10. (?) The characteristic of an integral domain is either zero or a 
prime. 
(ii) Characteristic of Boolean ring is always two. 
Definition 1.2.15. (Torsion free element) An element .x G /? is said to be n-torsion 
free if nx = 0 implies x = 0. 
If nx = 0 implies x = 0 for every x G R, we say that the ring R is ?z-torsion fre(>. 
Definition 1.2.16. (Derivation) A mapping d : R -^ R is said to be a derivation on 
a ring R if it salisii(>s the, following i)roi)erties: 
(z) d{a + b) = d(a) + d(b), 
[II i) d{ab) = d{a)b + ad{b) for all a,b E R. 
Example 1.2.3. The most natural example of a nontrivial derivation is the usual 
differentiation on the ring F[x] of polynomials defined over a field F. 
For fixed a E R, define d : R ^ Rhy d{x) = [x, a] for all x G R. The function d 
so define can be easily checked to be additive and 
dixy) = [xy, a] 
= x[y,a] + [x,a]y 
= xd(y) + d(x)y. 
Thus, d is a derivation which is called inner derivation of R associated with a and is 
generally denoted by /„. 
Remark 1.2.11. It is obvious to see that every inner derivation on a ring R is a 
derivation. But the converse need not be true in general. 
Example 1.2.4. Let R = < 
r / „ .^  
Z, the ring of integers. Define a mapping d : R ^ R as follows: 
a,b,c,d E ZS be a ring of 2 x 2 matrices over 
a b \ 
c d 
f 
\ 
0 - 6 
c 0 
\ 
/ 
Then, it can be verified that d'ls a derivation but not an inner derivation on R. 
Remark 1.2.12. If d is a derivation on a ring R and r E Z{R), then d{r) E Z{R). 
Definition 1.2.17. (Jordan Derivation) A Jordan derivation d of a ring R is an 
additive mapping d : R-^ R such that (i(x^) = d{x)x 4- xd(x) holds for all x E R. 
Definition 1.2.18. {{a, /3)-derivation) Let a, /3 be endomorphisms on R. An additive 
mapping d : R -^ R such that d{ab) = d{a)a{b) + ^{a)d{b) holds for all a,b E R is 
called an [a, 15)-derivation on R. 
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Definition 1.2.19. (Generalized Derivation) An additive mapping F : R ^ R is 
called generalized derivation on a ring R if there exist a derivation d • R ^ R such 
that F{xy) — F{x)y + xd{y) holds for all x.y E R. A generaUzed derivation F with 
associated derivation d will denoted as {F,d). 
Definition 1.2.20. (Jordan Generalized Derivation) An additive mapping F : R —> 
R is called Jordan generalized derivation on a ring R if there exist a derivation d : 
R -^ R suc-h that F(,i-) - F{x)x + xd{x) holds for all x e R. 
Definition 1.2.21. Let N be the set of non-negative integers and let D = {(iJ,gN be 
a family of additive mappings ck : R. ^  R. such that d>Q = idn, the identity map on R. 
Then 
iyi) D is said to be a higher derivation if for any n G N, 
dn{ab) = y ^ di{a)dj{b) holds for all a,b E R. 
(ii) D is said to be a Jordan higher derivation if for any n e N, 
d„(a') = 2_. di{a)dj{a) holds for all a € R. 
i+j=n 
{Hi) D is said to be a Jordan triple higher derivation if for any n G N, 
d,i{aba) = 2 . (k{a)dj{b)dk{a) holds for all a,b E R. 
Definition 1.2.22. Let N be the set of non-negative integers and let F = {/t}jgN be 
a family of additive mappings f^-.R^R such that /o — idji, the identity map on R. 
Then F is said to be 
(i) a generalized liigher derivation on R if there exists higher derivation D = {rfjjjgf^ -
on R such that for every n E N, /„(a6) = Yli+j=n Ii{^)d-j{b) holds for all a, b E R. 
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(n) a Jordan generalized higher derivation on R if there exists higher derivation D = 
{djjigN on R such that for every n e N, fn{a^) = 13i+,=n/i('^)'^j(*) holds for 
all a E R. 
{Hi) a Jordan generalized triple higher derivation on /? if there exists higher derivation 
D = {di}i6N of R such that for every n e N, /„(a6a) = Ei+j+fc=n fi{a)dj{h)dk{a) 
holds for all a, 5 6 i?. 
1.3 Some elementary concepts of F-rings 
In the year 1964, Nobusawa [60] introduced a new algebraic system F-ring, more 
general than a ring. Later on, in the year 1966, Barnes [16] weakend slightly the 
defining conditions for a F-ring and introduced the notions of prime ideals, primary 
ideals and radical foi' a F-ring. 
Definition 1.3.1. (F-ring in the sense of Nobusawa) Let M be an additive group 
whose elements are denoted by a,b,c,--- and F be another additive group whose 
elements are a, /3,7, • • • . Suppose that ajb is defined to be an element of M and that 
•ya/3 is defined to be an element of F for every a,b e M and 7 , ^ e F. Then M is said 
to be a F-ring if the products satisfy the following three conditions; 
{i) (ai + 02)76 = ai'yb + 0276, 
a{li + 72)6 = a-lib + 0726, 
07(61 + 62) = a-ybi + 0762, 
[a) {a'yb)Pc = a'){bfic) = a{'yb(3)c, 
(Hi) if a,'yb — 0 for any a and b in M, then 7 = 0. 
Definition 1.3.2. (F-ring in the sense of Barnes) If M = {a,6, c, •••} and F = 
12 
{a,3,y,- • • y arc additive al)elian groups. Then M is said to be a F-ring if for all 
a,b,c G M and a,0 E T, the following conditions are satisfied: 
{i) aab is an element of M, 
(iv) {a + b)ac — anc + bac, 
a{a + .i)b = aab + a/36, 
aa(6 + c) = aab + aac, 
(lii) [aab]Be — aa(6/3c). 
Remark 1.3.1. Every associative ring is a F-ring. 
Example 1.3.1. Suppose we have a right /^-module M with an operator ring R. 
Take a subnioduh; F of Homii[M, R). Then M is a F-ring as follows. In fact, if a and 
b are elements of M and if 7 is an element of F, then we define 
076 = 0-7(6) 
where 7(6) is an image of b by 7 and is an element of R. It is easy to verify that 
{inl))dc = {a • 7(6)) • P{c) = a(7(6)/3(c)) = a • 7(6 • /3c) = a7(6/3c). 
We also define that 
76/3 = /3 • 7(6)/ [(3 operating first), 
where 7(6)/ means the left multiplication of 7(6). Then 
(a76)/?c = a(7(6)/3(c))=a7(6/3c), 
and M is a F-ring. 
Definition 1.3.3. (Ideal) A subset A of the F-ring M is a right (resp. left) ideal 
of Af if A IS an additive subgroup of M and ATM = {aac \ a e A,a E T,c E 
M} (resf). Mr A) is contained in A. If A is both a left and a right ideal, then A is a 
two-sided ideal or simply an ideal of M. 
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Definition 1.3.4. (Principal Ideal) If a 6 M, then the principal ideal generated by a, 
denoted by (a), is the intersection of all ideals containing a and is the set of all finite 
sums of elements of the form na + xaa + a^y + wyaSv where n E "Z, x,y,u,v E M 
and a, /?, 7, <5 G F. 
Remark 1.3.2. (i) If A and B are both right (resp. left, two-sided) ideals of M, 
then A + D = {a + h\ a £ A,h E B} is clearly also a right (resp. left, two-sided) 
ideal, called the sum of A and B. 
{ii) If /I is a right ideal of 71/, B a, left ideal of M and S any nonempty subset of M, 
then the set 
n 
SA = {2_^ Sittiai \ Si E S,ai E F, ai E A,n any positive integer} 
i = l 
is a right ideal of M, 
n 
BS = {y^ bittiSi \ Si E S,ai E F, bi E B,n any positive integer} 
is a left ideal of M and 
n 
BA = {Y^ biOitti \bi E B,aiE F, Ui E A,n any positive integer} 
i = l 
is a two-sided ideal of M. 
Definition 1.3.5. (Prime Ideals) An ideal P of a F-ring M is said to be prime if for 
any ideals A and B of M, AB C P implies /I C P or fi C P. 
Remark 1.3.3. An ideal P of a F-ring M is prime if and only if (a)(6) C P implies 
a e P or 6 6 P. 
Definition 1.3.6. (Homomorphism) If Ali is a Fj-ring for i = 1,2, then an ordered 
pair {9,4>) of mappings is called a homomorphism of Mi onto M2, if it satisfies the 
following properties: 
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(i) 9 in a grou]) homoiriorphism from Mi onto M2, 
(ri.) (p is a group isomorphism from Fj onto r2, 
Hti) for every :i\y e Ah, 7 e Tj, 9{xjy) = (e{x)){(t){j)){d{y)). The kernel of the 
homomorpiiism {0, 0) is defined to be K = {x G M | 6(x) — 0}. 
Definition 1.3.7. (Center of F-ring) Let M be a F-ring. The subset 
Z = {x G iV/|x77n = rnjx for all m G 7\f, 7 G F} 
is called the center of M. 
Definition 1.3.8. (Prime F-ring) A F-ring M is said to be prime if the zero ideal is 
prime. 
Remark 1.3.4. If M is a F-ring, then the following conditions are equivalent; 
I) M is a i)rinie F-ring. 
II) If a, be M and aV MTb = (0), then a = 0 or 5 = 0. 
lii) If (a) and {b) are princii)al ideals in M such that (a)F(5) = (0), then a = 0 or 
zw) If /I and B are right ideals in M such that ^ F 5 = (0), then A = (0) or B = (0). 
7') If A and /V are left ideals in M such that ATB = (0), then A = (0) or B = (0). 
Definition 1.3.9. (Completely Prime F-ring) A F-ring M is said to be completely 
prime if ciFb ^  (0) implies a = 0 or 6 = 0 for all a, 6 G M. Every completely prime 
F-ring is prim<> F-ring, 
Definition 1.3.10. (Semiprime Ideal) An ideal Q of M is semiprime if for any ideal 
f/ of F-rnig MJ}Y(JC Q implies U CQ. 
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Definition 1.3.11. (Semiprime Ring) A F-ring M is semiprime if the zero ideal is 
semiprime. 
Remark 1.3.5. A T-ring M is semiprime if and only if aMTMVa = (0) implies 
a = 0. 
Definition 1.3.12. (Derivation) Let M be a F-ring and let d : M -^ M be an additive 
map. Then d is called a derivation on M if for any a, 6 G M and a G F, d{aab) = 
d{a)ab + aad{b). 
Definition 1.3.13. (Jordan Derivation) Let M be a F-ring and let d : M -^ M he 
an additive map. Then d is called a Jordan derivation on M if for any a e M and 
a e F, d{aaa) = d{a)aa + aad{a). 
Definition 1.3.14. (Generahzed Derivation) Let M be a F-ring. An additive map-
ping F : M —>• M is said to be a generalized derivation on M if there exists a derivation 
d: M -^ M such that F{xay) = F{x)ay + xad{y) for all x, y € M, a G F. 
Definition 1.3.15. (Jordan Generahzed Derivation) Let M be a F-ring. An additive 
mapping F : A/ —> M is said to be a Jordan generalized derivation on M if there exists 
a derivation d : M -^ M such that F{xax) — F{x)ax + xad{x) for all a; € M, a G F. 
Remark 1.3.6. A Jordan generahzed derivation on certain F-rings is also a general-
ized derivation. 
Example 1.3.2. Let / : i? -> /? be a generahzed derivation on a ring R. Then there 
exists a derivation d : R -^ R such that f{xy) = J{x)y + xd{y) for all x,y E R- We 
take M = Mi,2(i?) and F = 
n • 1 
n G Z > . Then M is a F-ring. If we define 
the map D : M -^ M by D{{x,y)) = {d{x),d{y)), then Z) is a derivation on M. Let 
F : M -^ A'f be the additive map defined by F{{x,y)) = ( / (x) , / (y) ) . Then F is a 
generahzed derivation on M. Let A'^  be the subset {{x, x) \ x E R} oi M. Then A^  is a 
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F-ring and the map F : A' -^ N defined in terms of the generalized Jordan derivation 
f : R -f R on R by F((x, x)) = {/(x), f{x)} is a generalized Jordan derivation on ,Y, 
Definition 1.3.16. (((-v,/i)-derivation) Let M be a F-ring, ft,/3 be endomorphisms of 
M and d : M - t A/ be derivation such that d{ajb) = d{a)ja{b) + j3{a)^d{h) for all 
a, h e M and 7 € F is called an (a, l3)-derivation on M. 
Definition 1.3.17. (Amiihilator) Let M he a F-ring. For a subset / of A/ 
.4nn,(/) = {a e A^  I a F / = (0)} 
is called the left anmhilator of [. Similarly, right annihilator Annr{I) can be defined. 
Definition 1.3.18. (a:-ceiiter) Let M be F-ring. Then the set 
('a = {c ^ M \ cam — mac for all m € M} 
with (\ G F is (-ailed the a-center of F-ring ^4. 
Definition 1.3.19. (Left Derivation) Let M be a F-ring and let d : M -f M be 
an additive map. Then d is called a left derivation on M if for any a,b & M and 
Q G F, d{uab) = aad{b) + bad{a). 
Definition 1.3.20. (Jordan Left Derivation) Let Af be a F-ring and let d : M —> M 
be an additive niaf). Then d is called a Jordan left derivation on A<f if for any a G A/ 
and a G F, d{aa(i) — 2o.ad{a). 
In.y 
Example 1.3.3. Let R be a ring, M = A/i_2 and F = 
0 
Then A/ is a F-ring. If d : R —^ R is a. Jordan left derivation and 
n is an integer 
N = {{a,a) \aeR} 
is the subset of A/, then A^  is a F-ring and the map D : N -^ N defined by 
D{{a,a))^{d{a),d{a)) 
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is a Jordan left derivation on N. 
Definition 1.3.21. Let M be a F-ring and d = {di}i^jq be a family of additive 
mapping of F-ring M such that do = idM • Then d is called a 
(i) higher derivation on M if dnia-yb) = J2 di{x)'ydj{b) for every n eN,a,b e M 
i+j=n 
and 7 e F. 
(a) Jordan higher derivation on M if dn{aja) = ^ di{x)jdj{a) for evevy n eN,a 6 
i+j=n 
M and 7 G F. 
(Hi) Jordan triple higher derivation on M if dn{ajb/3a) = ^ di{x)jdj{b)^dk{a) 
i+j+k=n 
for every n eN,a,b e M and 7 , ^ € F. 
Definition 1.3.22. (Commutator) Let M be a F-ring. Then [x,y]a = xay - yax is 
called the commutator of x and y with respect to a for all x,y £ M,a ET. 
The following commutator identities follow easily from above definition: 
(«) [xay, z]/3 = [x, z]ftcry + x{a, P],y + xa[y, z]p, 
{a) [x, yazjff = [x, y\paz + y[a, I3\^z + ya[x, zjp 
for all X, y, 2 G M and a,/3 eV. 
1.4 Some well known results 
In this section we given some basic results concerning the study of derivation on 
F-ring. 
Lemma 1.4.1. Let M be prime T-ring and Z he the center of M. 
(?:) / / a , b e M and /?,7 G F, then 
[a-yb, c]fi = a-f[b, c]p + [a, c]ii')'h + a-yicpb) - aP{c-yb). 
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(li) If a e Z, then, [ajb, c]^ ^ = a7[6, c]^ = a/3[6, c]j where [a, b]^ is a-fb ~ 67a for all 
a,be ,v/.7 er. 
(iii) If a e Z and aFb = (0), then a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
(iv) If a e Z and aFb C Z, then a = 0 or b G Z. 
(v) If a E Z anxl (ri[b, c]^. ~ 0 for all 7 G F, then a = 0 or [6, c]^ = 0. 
Proof. (?) If we luse three conditicjiis of F-ring, then a'y[b, c]g + \a, c]/3yb + a-yicBb"} ~ 
a(i{crjb) — a^<[b3i- — cBb) + {a(5c — c/?a)76 + a7(c/36) — aPlcyb) = [a'yb, cj/j is obtained. 
(ii) If a € Z. then 
a-y(c0b) — afiic-yb) = {c/3b)'ya - al3{cjb) 
— c/3(67a) — 0^(076) 
= cfSla-'/b) — a(3{c'yb) 
= (c(5a)'-)b — a(3{cjb) 
= (a^c;)76 - a/3(676) 
= afilcyb) — aftlcyb) 
= 0. 
Thus by (2), we have [a76, c]/3 = a7[^, c]/?. Also, 
a7[6, c]^ = a-f{bPc - c(5b) 
— a'y{b(ic) — aj{c/3b) 
= {b(ic)^a — {c/3b)ja 
= a(i{bjc) - aP{cjb) 
~ aP[b, c]-y. 
{ill) If a e Z and aFb = (0), tlien 0 = t-f{aPb) for alH e M implies that aFMFb = (0). 
Since A[ is prunes F-ring. we have a — 0 or 6 = 0. 
(•«•(;) Let a E Z and aFb C Z. Then for any c € M and /3,7 £ F, we have 0 = 
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[076, c]/3 = 07(6, c]^. Thus for any d e M and a e F, we obtain 0 = daajlbjCJ^ = 
(daa)'y[b, c]p = aadj[b, c]^. This imphes that arMr[b, c]p = (0) for all c 6 M, /3 6 T. 
Since M is prime F-ring, we have a = 0 or [b, cjp = 0, that is, a = 0 or 6 € Z. 
(v) Let a e Z, b,c e M and 07(6,c]-^ = 0 for all 7 € F. For any 7 , ^ G F, we have 
0 = a(/3 + 7)[6, c](j+-y = aj[b, c]p + af3[b, c]^ — 2a-f[b, c]^ j by (ii). That is, aT[b, c]^ = (0) 
for all /? € F. This imphes that a = 0 or [i, c\f) for all /5 6 F by (ZM). 
Lemma 1.4.2. (i) Lei U be a nonzero ideal of M and U C Z. Then M is commu-
tative. 
(ii) Let U be a nonzero right (resp. left) ideal of M and a e M. If UTa = (0) {resp. 
aVU = (0)), then a ^Q. 
Proof, (i) Let U C Z. If we use Lemma 1.4.1(ii), we have 0 — [u^a,b]i3 = ujla^bjp 
for all u e U,a,b E A/, 7,^5 e F. By Lemma 1.4.1(iii), we get [a,b]p = 0 for all 
a,b E M,P e F. This imphes that M is commutative. 
(ii) For any u e U,x E A/, 7 , ^ G F, we have 0 - {urx)pa. That is, UTMTa = (0). 
Since M is prime and (J ^ (0), we obtain a = 0. 
Lemma 1.4.3. Let U be a nonzero right ideal of M. 
{i) [fd{U) = {0), thend = 0. 
(ii) IfaTdiU) = (0) {d{U)Ta = (0)), then a = 0 or d ^ 0. 
{Hi) Ifd^{U) = (0) and charM ^ 2, then d^O. 
(iv) Let charM ^ 2 and di,d2 : A-/ -> M be two derivations such that d2{U) C U 
and did2{U) = (0). Then di = 0 or d2 = 0. 
Proof (i) For any u e U,a E T and m € Af, we have 0 = d{uam) — d{u)am + 
uad{m) = uad{rn), that is, Urd{M) = (0). This implies that (i(AL) = (0), by Lemma 
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1.4.2 (ii) and so d =- 0. 
(zi) Let a. B € T a t [/ and m E M. Then 0 = aad(uPm) = aad(u)/3m + aaui3d(rn) 
is obtained. Tliat is, arurd{M) = (0). Hence a = 0 or d = 0 by Lemma L4.2 (ii). 
{lii) Let chnrM -=f- 2 and (-/^ (fi) = (0). For any u,v 6 fj and a e F, we liave 
0 - d'-iua.u) = d{d(v)ai: + iiad{v)) = 2diu)ad{v). Therefore, d{U)Td{U) = (0) and 
so d{lJ) -^ 0 i)y {n). Hence d = 0 by (i). 
(if) If (iid2(f/) — (0) and d2[U) C b\ then 0 = did2{uav) = d2{u)adi{v) + di{u)ad2[v) 
for all u, v e f/, tt G F. If we replace 7i by d2{u) in the last equation we get d^{U)Yd[ {U) -
(0). By (zO, wc obtain di = 0 or (i^ (L/') == (0). That is, di = 0 or (ia = 0 by III). 
L e m m a 1.4.4. Let d be a nonzero derivation of M and charM ^ 2. If d{U) C Z 
then M is commutative. 
Proof. For all u 6 U,y e M,z E Z and 7 G F, 0 = [d{u-fz),y]^ = [d{u)jz + 
u-fd{z),y]-, = ['(,/,iy]-(i(2). This implies that [U,M]^ = (0) or d{Z) = (0) by Lemma 
1.4.1(y) for all 7 6 F. If d{Z) = (0), then d^{U) = (0). This implies that d = 0 
by Lemma. 1.4..3(vz?'), which is contradiction. Thus, M is commutative by Lemma 
L4.2(.). 
Lemma 1.4.5. Let a G M and Z ^ {0). If [U, a].^ = 0 for all 7 € F. Then aE Z. 
Proof For any ;/ E U,x,y,t E M and (5,/3,7 E F, we have 0 - [u6t/3y-fx,a]^ = 
u6tPyj[x,a].. and so [/rA/rA/7[A/, a]^ = (0) for all 7 G F. Since M is prime F-ring 
and (J ^ (0), we get K\^\M,o\^ = 0. Thus, for any nonzero element z G 2^  we have 
z7[j'U, o]-, = 0. If we consider Lemma 1.4.1(w), we obtain that \M,a\..^ — 0 for all 
7 G F. This impli(^s that a G Z. 
Lemma 1.4.6. Let (0) ^ if be a Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free prime T-ring M and 
U <^ Z. If for li, h G M .such that aYUTb = (0), then a = 0 or 5 = 0. 
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Chapter 2 
Orthogonal Derivations On F-Rings 
2.1 Introduction 
Any two derivatioiiH d, g of a wemiprime ring R are said to be orthogonal if d{x) Rg{ij) = 
(0) — g{y)Rd{x) for all x.y E R. It is obvious that a non zero derivation on a 
semiprinie ring can not be orthogonal to itself. In the year 1989, Bresar and Vuk-
man [20] introduced the notion of orthogonality for a pair of derivations d, g on a 
semiprinie ring and gave several necessary and sufficient conditions for d, g to be 
orthogonal. Further, Argag, Nakajima and AIba§ [4] extended these results of or-
thogonality for a pair of generalized derivations {D,d),{G,g) on a semiprime ring. 
Motivated by the study of orthogonal derivation on ring in the year 2010, Asharf and 
Jamal [13] introduced the concept of orthogonal derivation on F-rings. Moreover, 
they also ext(.;nded this definition for generalized derivation and obtained the neces-
sary and sufticii^nt conditions for two generalized derivations to be orthogonal on a 
F-ring. Various results concerning orthogonahty of pair of derivations as well as a 
pair of generalized derivations have been given in Section 2.2. 
Further, a gx^neralization of these results for a pair of orthogonal (a, rj-derivations 
ha.s been included in Section 2.3. Finally, extensions of all these results have been 
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given in Section 2.4 for a pair of orthogonal generalized {a, r)-derivations in F-rings. 
2.2 Orthogonal generalized derivations in F-rings 
In the year 1989, Bresar and Vukman [20] introduced the notion of orthogonality for 
a pair of derivations d,g on a semiprime ring. Two derivations d, g : R -^ R are called 
orthogonal if d{x)Rg{y) = (0) = g{y)Rd{x) for all x,y E R. 
Example 2.2.1. ([20], Example) Let Ri,R2 be prime rings and set R = Ri ® R2. 
Then R is semiprime. Let di be a nonzero derivation on Ri. A mapping d : R -^ R 
defined by d((ri, 1^2)) = idi{ri), 0), is then a nonzero derivation on R. d is direct sum 
of derivations di of Ri and zero of R2. Similarly, let g2 be a nonzero derivation on i?2 
and define g : R -^ R by gin, 7-2) = {0,g2{r2))- Thus, g = 0^ g) ^2- Then, clearly d 
and g are orthogonal. 
Bresar and Vukman [20] obtained some necessary and sufficient conditions for two 
derivations to be orthogonal on a semiprime ring. In fact, they obtained the following 
result: 
Theorem 2.2.1. ([20J, Theorem 1) Let R he a 2-torsion free semiprime ring. Then 
derivations d and g on R are orthogonal if and only if one of the following conditions 
holds: 
(i) dg = 0, 
[a) dg + gd = 0, 
{•i'li) d{x)g{x) = 0 for all x € /?,, 
{iv) d{x)g{x) + g{x)d{x) = 0 for all x E R, 
{v) dg = 0 is derivation, 
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(vi) therv exist <L h E R .such that {dg){x) = ax + xb for all x e R. 
Further, tlu- above result was extended for generalized derivation by Argag, Nakajima 
and Albafj [4], 
Theorem 2.2.2. f[4j, Theorem 1) Let (D,d) and (G,g) be generalized derivations 
on R. Then fJi( following conditions are equivalent: 
{i) {D,d) a:tid(G,g) are orthogonal, 
(^ )^ for all x, y € R the following relation holds: 
(a) D{x)a(y) + Cix)D{y) = 0, 
(6) d{x)a{y) + gix)Diy) = 0, 
(in) D{x)G{y) = d{x)G{y) = 0 for all x,y e R, 
(iv) D{x)(T{y) = 0 for all x, y E R and dG — dg — 0, 
(v) {DG, dg) IS a generalized derivation on R and D{x)G{y) = 0 for all x,y E R. 
Theorem 2.2.3. {[4], Theorem 2) Let {D,d) and {G,g) be generalized derivations 
on R. Tfien tlie following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (DG. dg) IS a generalized derivation, 
(li) {GD,gd) is a generalized derivation, 
(lii) D &i g arc orthogonal and G Ik d are orthogonal. 
Motivated by the study of orthogonal derivation on rings, the notion of orthogonal 
derivation on F-rhigs was defined by Asharf and Jamal [12] as follows: 
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Definition 2.2.1. Let M be a F-ring. A pair of derivations d and g on M are said 
to be orthogonal if 
d{x)rMTg{y) = (0) = g{y)TMTd{x) 
for all x,y E M. 
Example 2.2.2. Let ( M i , r i ) and (M2,r2) be prime T-rings. Let M be the direct 
product of Ml and M2 and F be the direct product of Fi and F2. Then, it can be 
easily verified that (M, F) is a semiprime F-ring which is direct sum of (Mi, Fi) and 
(M2, r2). Let di be a non zero derivation on Mi. Then, it can be easily seen that the 
mapping d : M -^ M defined by d{mi,m2) = {di{mi),0) is a nonzero derivation on 
M. We shall say that dis a, sum of derivation di on 7l/i and zero map of M'2. We write 
d as di + O2. Similarly, let (72 be a non zero derivation on M2 and define g : M -> M 
by g(mi,Tn2) = (0, ^ '2(^2)), thus g = Oi + g2- Then, it can be easily seen that d and 
g are orthogonal. 
The following result is an extension of Theorem 2.2.1 in the setting of F-rings: 
Theorem 2.2.4. ([12], Theorem 2.1) Let M he a 2-torsion free semiprime T-ring. 
Suppose d and g are derivations on M. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) d and g are orthogonal, 
{ii) dg = 0, 
{Hi) dg + gd = 0, 
(iv) dg is a derivation, 
{v) there exist a,b e M and (3,6 ET such that {dg){x) = a^x + x6b for all x e M. 
The above result was further extended for generalized derivations. 
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Definition 2.2.2. Two generalized derivations {D,d) and {G,g) on a F-ring M are 
called orthogonal if 
L){x)TMYG(y) - (0) = G{y)TMTD{x) 
holds for all .c, // (E. M. 
Example 2.2.3. Let A/j =- A / 0 M where M is a T-ring. Suppose d,g : M -^ M 
are two derivations on M. It is easy to seen that the maps di,gi : A/i -^ Mi dcifiimd 
by di{{x,y)) = (r/(.T),0) and ,9i((.x,y)) = (0,.g(y)) for all x,y £ Af are derivations 
on Ml. Again, let {D.d) and {G,g) be generalized derivations on M. Define maps 
Di,Gi •• Ml -> A/| such that Di((x,y)) = {D{x),0) and G'i((a;,y)) = (0,C?(y)) for ah 
a;,y G A/. Then {Di.di) and ((^1,^1) are orthogonal generalized derivations on Mi. 
Theorem 2.2.5. (flSj, Theorem 2.1) Let M he a 2-torsion free semiprime T-ring and 
{D,d) and {G.g) are generalized derivations on M. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent for all ./:, y G M and 7 G F : 
(t) {D,d) and{G.g) are orthogonal, 
(li.) {D,d) and (G.g) satisfy the following relation: 
(a) l)i.rh(,\ij) + Gixh/Ky) = 0, 
(b) d(x}jG{y) + g{xhD{y)^0, 
(ill) D{xyiG(y) = dixhG{y) = 0, 
(iv) D{xyiG{y) - 0 and dG = dg = 0, 
(?;) {DG,dg) generalized derivation. 
For developing the proof of above theorem the following lemmas are required. 
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Lemma 2.2.1. ([61], Lemma 3) Let M he a 2-torsion free semiprime T-ring, U a 
nonzero ideal of M and a,b E M. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) arUTb={0), 
(ii) bVUTa^iO), 
{Hi) aTUTb + brUTa= (0). 
/ / one of these conditions is satisfied and Anni{U) = (0), then aab = 0 = baa for all 
a e r . 
Proof (i) => (ii) Suppose that aVUTb = (0). Then 6 r f / r a rC / r6 r [ / r a = (0), since 
U is an ideal, we get brUraTUTMrbTUTarU = (0). By semiprimeness of M, 
brUFaFU = (0), hence bFUFa G Anni{U) = (0), we get bFUFa = (0). 
{ii) =^ {Hi) Suppose that bFUFa = (0), that is, aFUFb = (0). This impHes that 
aFUFb +bFUFa = (0), 
{Hi) ^ {i) Suppose that aFUFb + bFUFa = (0), that is, aFUFb = -bFUFa. Let u 
and V be any two elements of U. Then by hypothesis, we have 
{aFUFb)FvF {aFUFb) = -aFUFbFvFaFUFb 
(arf/r6)ri;r(ar^r6) = -aFUFaFvFbFUFb 
= aFUFbFvF{bFUFa) 
= -aFUFbFvFaFUFb 
This implies 2(arf/r6)r'(;r(arC/r6) = (0). 
Since M is 2-torsion free T-ring, we obtain {aFUFh)FvF{aFUFb) = (0). Also, 
since U is an ideal, {aFUFb)FUFMF{aFUFb)FU = (0). By the semiprimeness 
of A/, we get {aFUFb)FU = (0), hence aFUFb e Anni{U) = {0), aFUFb = (0) 
for all ueU. Hence, we get aFUFb = bFUFa = (0). 
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Lemma 2.2.2. fflSj, Lemma 2.3) Let M he a 2-torsion free semiprime T-rmg. [J 
[D, d) and {G, g) are orthogonal generalized derivations on M. Then (D, d) and (G. g) 
satisfy folUnimig relations: 
{i) D{x)-fG{y) = Gig)jD{x) = 0, hence D{x)-^'G{y) + G{y)-fD{x) = 0 for all x,g e 
M and -7 t F. 
iyii) d and G are orthogonal and d{x)"fG{y) — G(y)^d{x) — 0 for all x, y 6 A/ and 
7 e r . 
(Ill) D and g u;re orthogonal and g{x)^D{y) = D{y)jg{x) = 0 for all x,y E M and 
7 e r. 
{iv) d and g are orthogonal derivations, 
{v) dG =- Gd =- 0 and gl) ^ Dg = 0, 
VI DG = GD - 0. 
Proof {i.) Since (D.d) and {G,g) are orthogonal generalized derivations on M. we 
have D{x)azi5G{y) = 0 for ah x,y,z 6 M and a,/3 G T. Therefore by Lemma 2.2.1, 
we find that Dixf-iGijj) = G(y)7D(x) = 0, hence D{x)jGiy) + G{y)jD(x) - 0. 
{li.) By (?•), we have D{xYiG{y) — 0. Replacing x by zax in the last relation and ushig 
the orthogonahty of {D,d) and {G,g), we have 
0 = D{zax)-fG{y) 
= D{z)ax^G{y) + zad{x)^G{y) 
= zad{x)jG{y). 
Using the semiprinieness of M, we find that d{x)'^G{y) = 0. Again replace x by xas, 
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to get 
0 = d{xaz)-^G{y) 
= d{x)az"fG{y) + xad{z)"fG{y) 
= d{x)az'jG{y). 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.2.1, we conclude that d and G are orthogonal and also 
G{y)^d{x) = 0. 
(Hi) Proof is similar to (n). 
{iv} By (i), we have D{x)^G{y) — 0. Replacing x by xaz and y by y^^w, we have 
0 = D(.T«z)7G(y/?u;) 
= {D{x)az + xad{z))j{G(y)Pw + yl3g{w)) 
~ D{x)az^G{y)(3w + xad{z)'yG{y)/3w + D{x)az'yy^g{w) + xad{z)'yyPg{w). 
By (ii) and (iz?'), we have xad{z)jyPg{w) — 0. Again by semiprimeness of M, we find 
that d{z)jy/3g{w) — 0. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2.1, d and g are orthogonal. 
(f) By (i), we have G{d(x)azPG{y)) = 0. Further, using (it;), we find that 
G{d{x))azPG{y) = 0. 
Replacing y by d(x) and using the semiprimeness of M, we find that G{d{x)) = 
0 for all X E M. Therefore, Gd = 0. Similarly, since each of d{G{x)azPd{y)) — 
0, D{gix)azl]D{y)) = 0, giD{x)az0g{y)) = 0, G{D{x)azPG{y)) = 0 and 
D{G{x)az/3D{y)) = 0 for all x,y,z e M and a , ^ € T, we have dG ^ Dg = gD ^ 
Gd = GD = DG = 0 respectively. 
Corollary 2.2.1. ([13j, Corollary 2.1) Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime T-ring 
and let {D,d) and {G,g) be orthogonal derivation on M. Then dg is a derivation on 
M and (DG, dg) = (0,0) is a generalized derivation on M. 
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Now we are well equipped to prove Theorem 2.2.5. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2.5. (/) =» (i?'), iiii), (iv) and (v) are proved by Lemma 2.2.2 and 
Corollary 2.2.1. 
(zi) =» (?) Rc^placmg xaz for .c in (a), we have 
0 :- l)(xazy,G{y) + G{xaz)^D{y) 
= D{x)az^iG{y) + xad{z)jG{y) + G{x)azjD{y) + xag{zYiD(y) 
= /J(,r)ac-7C;(y) + GXx-)tt07D(y) + x-a(d(^)7G(y) + (/(2)7Z;(y)). 
By using part [h] of (r/), we have D{x)az'yG{y) + G{x)n.z^D{y) = 0. In partic-
ular, D{x)az^iG{x) + G{x)az^iD{x) — 0. Now by Lemma 2.2.1, we can see that 
D(x)az-fGix) = 0 and Gix)az^D{x) = 0. Therefore, 
0 =- D(.x + y)az'^G{x + y) = D{x)az'jG{y) + D{y)azjG{x). 
Using D{x)az^iG(x) — 0 and the last relation, we have 
l){x)az-^,G[y)filM}{x)az-iG{y) = -D(x)az7G(y)/?i(5D(y)a27G(a:) = 0. 
Semiprimeness of M gives that D{x)azjG{y) = 0. Again, by Lemma 2.2.1, D and G 
are orthogonal. 
(zii) =» (i) B\' the given hypothesis, we have D{x)jG{y) = 0. Replace x by xac. to 
get 
0 = D{x:az)jG{y) 
= D{x)azjG{y) + xad{z)jG{y) 
— D{x)az^fG{y). 
Finally, by Lemma 2.2.1, D and G are orthogonal. 
(w) ^ {-!•) Using the given hypothesis, we have 
0 = dG[xay) 
= d{G{x)ay + xag{y)) 
= dG{x)ny + G{x)ad{y) + d{x)ag{y) + xadg{y) 
= 6'(.T)Q'(i(y) + d{x)ag{y). 
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By application of Theorem 2.2.4, we find that G{x)jd{y) = 0. Replacing x by x^z in 
the last relation, we get 
0 = G{xjz)ad{y) 
= G{x)jzad{y) + xjg{z}ad{y) 
= G{x)jzad(y). 
Hence again by Lemma 2.2.1, d{y)jG{x) = 0. From (Hi), D and G are orthogonal. 
(v) =^ (i) Since (DG, dg) is a generaUzed derivation, dg is a derivation. Therefore, 
DG(x-/y) = DG{x)'yy + x-ydgiy). 
Also, 
DG{x-fy) = D{G{x)^y + x^g{y)) 
= DG{x)-fy + G{x)jd{y) + D{x)jg{y) + xjdg{y). 
Combining these two relations, we find that 
G{x)jd{y) + D{x)jg{y) = 0. (2.2.1) 
Since D{x)-yG{y) = 0, we get 
0 = D{x)jG{yaz) 
= D{x)'yG{y)az + D(x)'yyag{z) 
= D{x)-iyag{z). 
Now by Lemma 2.2.1, we find that g(z)jD{x) — 0 for all x,z e M and 7 6 F. Replace 
z by yaz, to get 
0 = g{yaz)jD{x) 
= g(y)az'jD{x) + yag{z)jD{x) 
= g{y)o:zjD{x). 
Therefore by Lemma 2.2.1, we find D{x)-fg{y) = 0. Now from (2.2.1), we get G{x)-fd{y) = 
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0. Again, replacing y by ZCMJ, we have 
0 - G{x)-id(^y) 
= G(x)^'d{z)ay + G{x)^zad{y) 
= G{x)^zad{y). 
Further, using Lemma 2.2.1. we get d{y)^G{x) = 0. Therefore by (riv), 1) and G ai'e 
ortliogonal. 
T h e o r e m 2.2.6. ([13], Theorem 2.2) Let M he a 2-torsion free semipnme Y-nng and 
let (D.d) and (G,fj) be generalized derivations on M. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) {DG.dg) IS a generalized derivation, 
{li) {GD,gd) is a generalized derivation, 
{lii) D k g are orthogonal. Also, G k. d are orthogonal. 
Proof, [i) => (iii) Given that {DG, dg) is a generaUzed derivation. Thus, using similar 
arguments as used to prove ((;) =4> (?') in case of the Theorem 2.2.5 (u), we get 
G{;xYjd{y) + D{x}jg{y) — 0. Replace y by yaz, to get 
0 = G{:i:)^d{y(\-z) + D{x)^g{yaz) 
= r;(.r)7r/(:v)n,j + G{x)rycyd{.z) + D{x)jg{y)az + D{x)jyag{z) (2.2.2) 
= G{x)-fyad{z) + D{x)jyag{z). 
Now since dg is a derivation, d and g are orthogonal by Theorem 2.2.4. Replacing y 
by g{z)(iy and using the orthogonahty of d and g, we get 
0 = G{x)jg{z)f3yad{z) + D{x)'yg{z)/3yag{z) 
= D{x)"ig{z)l3\jag{z). 
Again, replacing y I)y ydD{x), a by 7 and using semiprimeness of M, we get D{x)-fg{z) --
0. Further, rejjlacing z by yaz, we get D{x)^yag(z) = 0. Again by Lemma 2.2.1, D 
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and g are orthogonal. Hence using (2.2.2), D and g are orthogonal. Also on using 
(2.2.2), we find that G{x)jyad{z) = 0. Therefore, G and d are orthogonal. 
(in) => (i) By orthogonality of D and g, we have D{x)ayl3g{z) = 0 for all x,y,z e M 
and a,/? 6 r . Replacing x by t^yx, we find that 
0 = D{tjx)ay/]g{z) 
= D{t)'yxay(3g{z) + t-^d{x)ayPg{z) 
= tjd{x)ayl3g{z). 
By the semiprimeness of 71/, we have d{x)ayf5g{z) = 0. By Lemma 2.2.1, d and 5- are 
orthogonal. Therefore, using Theorem 2.2.4, we find that dg is a derivation. Further, 
replacing y by g{z)'yt8D{x) in D{x)ay/3g{z) = 0, we find that 
D(x)ay/3g{z)jtdD{x)ayPg(z) = 0. 
Therefore, by semiprimenes of M, we have £'(X)Q;5(Z) = 0. 
Similarly, since G and d are orthogonal, we have G{x)ad{z) = 0. Thus, DG{xay) = 
DG{x)ay + xadg{y) for all x,y E M and a 6 F. Therefore, (-DG, d^) is a generalized 
derivation. 
Corollary 2.2.2. ( /^i.?/, Corollary 2.2) Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime T-ring 
and [D,d) be generalized derivation on M. If D{x)yD{y) = 0 for all x,y E M and 
7 e F, then D = d = Q. 
Proof Since D{x)jD{y) = 0. Replacing y by yaz, we get 
0 = D{x)-fD{yaz) 
= D{x)j{D{y)az + yad{z)) 
= D(x)'yyad{z). 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.2.1, d{z)-fD{x) = 0. Replacing x by xaz, we get 
0 = d{z)jD{xaz) = d{z)'yD{x)az + d[z)-fxad{z) = d{z)-ixad{z). 
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Using semipnrueness of M, we find that d{z) = 0 for all z G M. Therefore, d = 0. 
Again, 0 = D{:ny)aD(y) = D{x)ryaD{tj). This shows that D{x) = 0 for all x £ M, 
that is, D ^ 0. 
2.3 On orthogonal (cr, r)-derivations in semiprime 
F-rings 
In the year 2007. Golbasji and Aydin [34] studied the orthogonality of (a, r)-derivationy 
on a semiprime rings and obtained a slight modification in Theorem 2.2.1 as follows: 
Theorem 2.3.1. ([S4j, Theorem 1) Let R be a semiprime ring and a, r be endomor-
phisrns on R. Two {a. T)-derivations d and g on R are orthogonal if and only if one 
of the following conditions holds: 
(0 dg = 0. 
(2O gd ^ 0. 
{iii) dg + gd. — 0, 
(zy) d{x)g{x) = 0 for all x G R, 
(0) dg is a {o'^,T')-de.rivation of R. 
Motivated l.)y the notion of (CT, r)-derivations on rings, AU and Khan [2] defined the 
notion of (cr, T)-(lerivations on F-rings as follows: 
Definition 2..3.1. Let M be a 2-torsion free F-ring and a and r be automorphisms of 
M. An additive mapping d : M ^ M is called a (a, r)-derivations on M if d{xay) = 
d{x)a(7{;y) + T(x)a.(/(y) holds for all x,y € M and a € F. 
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The above result due to G61ba§i and Aydin [34] was further extended on F-ring as 
follows: 
Theorem 2.3.2. ([2], Theorem 2.5) Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime T-ring 
and a and r be automorphisms of M. Suppose d and g are {a, T)-derivations on M 
such that da = ad, ga = ag, dr — rd, gr — rg. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) d and g are orthogonal, 
(it) dg = 0, 
[Hi) gd = 0, 
{iv) dg + gd = 0, 
(v) dg is a {a'^,r'^)-derivation of M. 
In order to develop the proof of above theorem, we begin with the following lemmas.. 
Lemma 2.3.1. ([13j, Lemma 2.3) Let M be a semiprime T-ring. Suppose that ad-
ditive mappings f and h on M into itself satisfy f{x)rurh{x) — (0) for all x e U. 
Then f{x)rurh{y) = (0) for all x,yeU. 
Proof. Suppose that f{x)auPh{x) — 0 for all x,u e U and a,/3 eT. On linearizing, 
we get f{x)au/3h{y) + f(y)au/3h{x) = 0 for all x,y,u € U and a,P e T. Then, 
we have f{x)aufih{y)jvSf{x)aul3h{y) = --f{y)au/3h{x)yu5f(x)au/3h{y) = 0. By 
semiprimeness of hf, we obtain f{x)auPh{y) — 0 for all x,y,u E U and a,/? € F. 
Lemma 2.3.2. ([2], Lemma 2.4) Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime T-ring and a 
and T be automorphisms of M. Suppose d,g be {a, T)-derivations on M. Then d and 
g are orthogonal if and only if d{x)ag{y) + g{x)ad{y) = 0 for allx,y E M and a ET. 
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Proof. Assume tiiat 
d{x)Q.(j{y) + g{x)ad{y) = 0 for all x,y e M and a € T. (2.3.1) 
Replacmg y by ylJx m (2.3.1) and using it again, we obtain 
d(x)aT{y}3g(x) + g(x)aT[y)Pd{x) = 0 for all x,y E M and a,/3 eT. (2.3.2) 
Since r is an autoniorphisni of 7\/ and using Lemma 2.2.1, we get d{x)ayif5g{x) = 0 for 
all X, yi e M and <:\,B e F. Application of Lemma 2.3.1 yields that d(x)ayi/3g(z) = 0 
for all x,y\,z e M and a,/i e F and hence in view of Lemma 2.2.1, d and y are 
orthogonal. 
Conversely, if d and g are orthogonal then 
d{x)azf:ig{y) = 0 = g[y)az{id{x) for all x,y,z E M and a, /3 e F. 
Therefore, by Lenuna 2.2.1, 
d{x)ag{y) = 0 = g{x)ad{y) for all .x,y € M and a e F. 
This implies that 
d{x)(\g{y) + g{x)ad{y) ^ 0 for aU x,y G M and a G F. 
Now we are well eciui])ped to prove Theorem 2.3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.2. [I'l) -^ (i) Assume dg = 0. Then for any x,y E M and Q 6 F. 
our hypothesis yitdds that 
0 — (lg{xay) 
= dg{x)aa^{y) + T{g{x))ad{a{y)) + d{T{x))aa{g{y)) + T^{x)adg{y) 
= T{g{x))ad{a{y)) + d{T{x))aa{g{y)). 
Since a, r are automorphisms of M and using the fact that gr = rg, ga = ag, we find 
that 
g(xi}ad{y^) + d{xi)ag{yi) = 0 for all Xi,yi G M and a G F. 
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Hence d and g are orthogonal in view of Lemma 2.3.2. 
Conversely, suppose that d and g are orthogonal. Then d{x)ayf3g{z) = 0 for all 
x,y,z e M and a,p eF. Thus, for all x,y,z e M and a, /3 € P, we have 
0 = d{d{x)ayPg{z)) 
= d\x)aa{y)f3a(g{z)} + T{d{x))ad{y)/3a{g{z)) + T(d{x))aT{y)0dg{z) 
= T{d(x))aT{y)Pdg{z). 
Noting that dr = rd and r is an automorphism of M, we obtain 
d{xi)ayi/3dg{zi) = 0 for all Xi,yi,zi E M and a,P eV. 
Replacing xi by g{zi) in the last expression, we get dg{zi)ayi/3dg{zi) = 0 for all 
yi,Zi e M and a,l3 eT. Semiprimeness of M yields that dg{zi) = 0 for aU Zi G M. 
Thus, we conclude that dg = 0. 
(zzi) 4=> (i) Proof is similar as (M) 4=> («). 
(iv) <^ (i) Suppose dg + gd = 0. Then for all a;, y G Af and a e P, we have 
0 = {dg + gd){xay) 
= {dg + gd){x)aa\y) + 2ig{Tix))ad{aiy)) 
+d{Tix))agia{y))) + r2(a:)Q(d^ + gd)iy) 
= 2(.g(T(.T))ad(a(y)) + rf(r(.T))ag(a(y))). 
Since M is 2-torsion free and a, r are automorphisms of M, we conclude that 
g{xi)ad{yi) + d{xi)ag{yi) = 0 for all xi,yi e M and a € P. 
Hence d and p are orthogonal by Lemma 2.3.2. 
Conversely, suppose that d and g are orthogonal. Then dg = 0 and ^d = 0 by 
part (ii) and (ifi). Hence, dg + gd = 0. 
(ii) O (i) Suppose dg is a (a2,r^)-derivation on M. That is, 
dg{xay) = dg{x)aa^{y) + T^{x)adg{y) for all x, y € M and a e P. (2.3.3) 
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Also, we }ia,\(^  
(l(j{xmi) = dq{x)(m\!i) + T{(i{x))a.d{a{y))+d{T{x))ao{g{y)) + T\x)adg{j)). (2.3.4) 
Comparing (2,3.3) ami (2.3.4), we get 
T[g{x))od{a{y)) + d{T{x))aa[g{y)) — 0 for all x,y E M and a e F. 
Since gr = r^/, ga = ag and a, r are automorphisms of M, we have 
g{xi)ad[yi) -j- d{xi)ag{yi) = 0 for all xi,yi E M and a e F. 
In view of Lemma, 2.3.2, we conclude that d and g are orthogonal. 
Conversely, suj^pose that d and c/ are orthogonal. By (M), we obtain dg — 0. Thus, 
dg is a (cr ,^ r-)-derivation on M. 
The following example shows that the hypothesis of semiprimeness of M in Theorem 
2.3.2 is essential. 
Example 2.3.1. ([2], Example 2.6) Let R be any 2-torsion free ring and let 
/ 
A/ = 
V 
a h 
0 c 
a, 6, c e /? > , F = 
x 0 
x.y E R \ . 
yo yj 
Then M is a 2-torsion free F-ring. It can be easily seen that M is not semiprime. 
Take cr = r — 7^/, where IM is the identity map on M. Define the maps d,g:M—^ M 
such that 
\ 
d 
0 c 
0 /; 
0 0 
\ 
7 
• fj 
a b 
0 c 
\ 
; 
0 - 6 
0 0 
\ 
/ 
for all 
a h 
0 c 
\ 
; 
e A/. 
Then it is straightforw-ard to check that d and g are {a, T)-derivations on M. Also, d 
and (/ are orthogonal and dg is a (a^, r^)-derivations on A/. However, dg ^ Q, gd^ 0 
and c/// + gd ^ 0. 
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2.4 Orthogonal generalized [a, r)-derivations 
Motivated by earlier work on orthogonality of (cr, r)-derivations on semiprime ring 
Golbas i^ and Aydin [34] studied the orthogonality of generalized (a, r)-derivations 
and obtained the following result: 
Theorem 2.4.1. ([34], Theorem 2) Let R he a semiprime ring and a, r he endomor-
phisms of R. Two generalized {a, T)-derivations {D, d) and [G, g) on R are orthogonal 
if and only if one of following conditions holds: 
{i) (a) D{x)G{y) + G{x)D{y) = 0 for all x,y e R, 
(6) d{x)G{y) + g{x)D{y) = 0 for all x,y e R, 
(M) D{x)G{y) = d{x)G{y) = 0 for all x,y e R, 
(Hi) D{x)G{y) — 0 for all x,y e R and dG = dg — 0. 
Inspired by the above work, Ah and Khan [2] defined the notion of generahzed (a, r ) -
derivations as follows; 
Definition 2.4.1. Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime F-ring and a and r be auto-
morphisms of M. An additive map F on M is said to be a generalized (cr, T)-derivation 
if there exists a (cr, r)-derivation d on M such that F{xay) = F{x)aa{y) + T{x)ad{y) 
holds for all x, y e M and a € P. 
The following example shows that there exists a generalized (a, r)-derivation on 
a F-ring which is not a generalized derivation. 
Example 2.4.1. Let R be any ring and let 
/ = < 
' fa A 
b y 
[c z) 
a,b,c,x,y,z e R >, r = < 
' / 
. v 
l,m E R 
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Then M is a F-riiig. Further, the mappings a,T : M ^ M 
a 
[a A / . a 0 
h 0 
a X 
b y \ — 
(a O) 
0 0 
[c o) 
for all 
a X 
b y 
[c z) 
e M. 
are endonior])liisiu.s of M. Next, define the map d : M -^ M such that 
( \ 
a X 
b y 
K '' ' ) 
= 
U ,\ 
b 0 
U V 
for all 
a X 
b y 
, c z 
e M 
J 
Clearly, d is a {o, r)-(lerivation but not a derivation on M. Moreover, consider the 
map F : A/ —)• M defined as 
/,. .\ /„ ,\ 
F 
a X 
h y 
\ J 
0 0 
0 0 
a X 
for all b y 
c z 
e M. 
Then F is a generahzed (a, r)-derivation on M induced by d. However, F is not a 
generalized derivation on M. 
Theorem 2.4.2. ([2], Tlieorem 3.3) Let M he a 2-torsion free semiprime T-ring and 
a and r be automorphisms of M. Suppose {F,d) and {G,g) are generalized {(T.T)-
derivattons on M such that Fa — aF,Fr — TF,Ga — aG,Gr = TG and da — 
ad,d,T = Td.f/a ^ ag^f/T = rg. Then {F,d) and {G,g) are orthogonal if and only -if 
one of the followmg fiolds: 
(z) (a) F{x)-'/G{y) + G{x)-fF{y) = 0 for all x,y e M and-f ET, 
(b) d(xy/G{y) + g(x)-fF(y) == 0 for all x,y E M and 7 € T, 
(ii) F{x)-i'G(y) =: d{x)-/G{y) = 0 for all x, y E M and-f E T, 
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(iii) F{x)'yG{y) — 0 for all x,y E M and 7 e F and dG = dg = 0, 
{iv) {FG,dg) is a generalized (a^,T^)-derivation and F{x)jG{y) = 0 for allx,y E M 
and 7 e r . 
For developing the proof of above theorem following lemma is required. The proof of 
lemma can be obtained in [2] 
Lemma 2.4.1. Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime T-ring and a and r be automor-
phisms of M. Suppose that two generalized {a, T)-derivations {F,d) and {G,g) on M 
are orthogonal. Then the following relations hold: 
(i) F{x)aG{y) = G{x)aF{y) - 0, and hence F(x)aG{y) + G{x)aF{y) - 0 for all 
X, y e M and a E F. 
(it) d and G are orthogonal and d{x)aG{y) = G{y)ad{x) = 0 for all x,y E M and 
aEF. 
(iii) g and F are orthogonal and g{x)aF{y) = F{y)ag{x) = 0 for all x,y E M and 
aET. 
(iv) d and g are orthogonal. 
(v) If Fa = CTF, FT = rF , Ga = aG, GT = TG and da = ad, dr = rd, ga = ag, gr = 
Tg, then dG ^ Gd^ 0,gF ^ Fg = 0 and FG = GF = 0. 
Proof (i) By the hypothesis, we have F{x)az(iG{y) = 0 for all x,y,z E M and 
a ,^ e F. Application of Lemma 2.2.1 yields that F{x)'yG{y) = 0 = G{y)jF{x). 
Therefore, F{x)jG{y) + G{y)jF{x) = 0 for all x,y E M and 7 e F. 
(a) By (J), we have F{x)aG{y) = 0 and F{x)pz^G{y) = 0 for all x,y,z E M and 
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a,/3,7 e r . Hence 
U -- F{zPx)aG{y) 
= F{z)/3a{x)aG{y) + T{z)i3d{x)aG{y) 
- T{z)pdix)aG{y). 
Since T is an antornorphism of M, the last expression yields that 
d{x)(\G(yy/Mfid{x)aG{y) = (0) for all x,y e M and aji,-/ e T. 
Thus, the scniiprinieness of M forces that 
d{x)aG{y) = 0 for all x,yeMa.ndaeT. (2.4.1) 
Replacing :r l)y .:r5.s in (2.4.1). we get 
0 = (i(x;0s)«G(y) 
= ^i(.r)/'ia(,s)aG(y) + r(,T)/iri(6-)«C'(y). 
Using (2.4.1) and the fact that a is an automorphism of M, we obtain 
d.{x)TMrG{y) = (0) for ah x,y E M. 
Application of Lcnnna 2.2.1 yields that d and G are orthogonal and hence 
d{x)aG{y) = G{y)ad{x) = 0 for all x, y e M,a e F. 
{iii) Using siuiilar approach as we have used in (ri). 
{iv) By the assumption, we have F{x)aG{y) = 0 for all x,y e M and a € F. This 
implies that 
0 — F{xl3z)aG{yjw) 
- (F(x)/?o-(2) + T{x)l3d{z))a{G{yha{w) + r{yhg{w)) 
= F{x)Pa{z)aG{y)^a{w) + F{x)Pa{z)aT{y)jg{w) 
+T{X) Pd{z)aG{y)^a{w) + T{x)l3d(z)aT{y)jg(w). 
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Using (a) and (iii), we find that 
T{x)/3d{z)aT{y)jg{w) = 0 for all w,x,y,z e M and a,/3,j e T. 
Since r is an automorphism of M, the last expression yields that 
d{z)aMjg{w)5M/3d(z)aM'yg{w) = (0) for all w,z E M and a,/3,j,Se F. 
The semiprimeness of M, forces that 
d{z)aM-fg{w) = (0) for all w,z € M and a , 7 G T. 
Hence by Lemma 2.2.1, d and g' are orthogonal. 
{v) In view of {ii) d and G are orthogonal. Hence, 
0 = G[d{x)azPG{y)) 
= Gd{x)aa{z)l5a{G{y)) + r(d(a:))ag(2)/3a(G(y)) + T{d{x))ocT{z)[ig{G{y)). 
Since dr = rcf, Ga — aG and (i, g are orthogonal, so we obtain 
Gd{x)azi/3G{yi) = 0 for all x,yi,zie M and a,/3 6 T. (2.4.2) 
Replacing yi by d(x) in (2.4.2) and using the semiprimeness of M, we get Gd = 
0. Similarly, since each of the equalities d{G{x)azPd{y)) = 0, F{g{x)azPF{y)) = 
0,g{F{x)az^g{y)) = 0, F{G{x)azPF{y)) = 0 and G{F{x)azPG{y)) = 0 hold for all 
x,y,z e M and a, ft e T, we conclude that dG = Fg = gF = FG = GF = 0 
respectively. 
In view of Theorem 2.3.2{ii) and Lemma 2.4.1, we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 2.4.1. ([2J, Corollary 3.2) Let M he a 2-torsion free semiprime T-ring and 
a and r he automorphisms of M. Suppose (F, d) and {G, g) he orthogonal generalized 
{a,T)-derivations on M such that Fa = aF,FT = TF,Ga = aG,GT = TG and 
da = ad,dT — Td,ga = ag,gT — rg. Then dg is a {a"^,7"^)-derivation on M and 
{FG,dg) = (0,0) is a generalized {a'^,T^)-derivation on M. 
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Now we are well ec|uipped to prove Theorem 2.4.2. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4.2. In view of Lemma 2.4.1, Corollary 2.4.1 and the orthogonality 
of (F, d) and {G. (j) imply (z), [it), [in) and [iv). Now, we establish 
[i) => {F,d) and [G.g) are orthogonal. 
By the hypothesis, we have 
F{x)jG{y) + G{x)jF{xj) = 0 for all x,y G M and 7 G T. 
Replacing ,r by xaz in above, we find that 
0 = F{xaz)-fG{y) + G{xaz)jF{y) 
= F{x)aa{z)-fG{y) + T{x)ad{z)'yG{y) 
+G{x)aa{z)'yF{y) + T{x)ag{z)jF{y). 
Using (b) in the last expression, we get 
F{x)<w{z)-iG{y) + G{x)na{z)'yF{y) = 0 for all x,y,z e M and « ,7 G T, 
Sinc(; a is an automorphism of A/, the above relation can be rewritten as 
F{x)(izr(G{y) + G{x)azi-jF(y) = 0 for all x,zi e M and a, 7 G P. 
By Lemma 2.2.1, we conclude that F{x)azijG{x) — 0 — G{x)azijF{x) for all 
X, Zi G A/ and « ,7 G T. Using Lemma 2.3.1, we have F{x)azi-yG{y) = 0 for aU 
x, y. Zi G M and cv, 7 G F. Therefore, F and C are orthogonal. 
(u) => (F, c/j and {G,g) are orthogonal. 
Given that F{x)yG{y) = 0, Putting xaz for x, we get 
0 - F{xaz)jG(y) 
- F(x)a(T(z)7G'(y) + T{x)ad{z)-fG(y) 
- F(,x)aa(z)7G(y). 
Using Lenuna 2.2.1 and the fact that a is an automorphism of M, we conclude 
that (F.d) and {G,g) are orthogonal. 
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(iii) =» {F, d) and (G, g) are orthogonal. 
By the assumption, we have 
0 = dG{xay) 
= d[G{x)aa{y) + T{x)ag{y)) 
= dG{x)aa\y) + T{G{x))ad{a{y)) + d{T{x))aa{g{y)) + T\x)adg{y) 
= r(G'(x))ad(a(j/)) +d(r(x))aa(5(y)) . 
Since GT = rG.ga = ag and (T, r are automorphisms of M, we have 
G{xi)Qd{yi) + f/(.xi)ar7(7/i) = 0 for all .TI,?/I G M and a e T. 
Application of Theorem 2.3.2(zi)) and Lemma 2.2.1 yields that 
G{xi)ad{yi) = 0 for all xi, yi 6 M and a G T. 
Replacing ari by x/3z and using Theorem 2.3.2(iti) and Lemma 2.2.1, we obtain 
G{x)l3a{z)ad{yi) = 0 for all x, yi, 2 € M and a , ^ G T. 
By Lemma 2.2.1, we have d{yi)jG{x) = 0 for all x,yi G Af and 7 G T which 
satisfies (ii). Therefore, (in) implies that {F,d) and {G,g) are orthogonal. 
(iw) ^ (F, d) and (G,^) are orthogonal. 
Since {FG, dg) is a generalized (cr^ , T^)-derivation and dt? is a (cr ,^ r2)-derivation, 
we have 
FG{x-fy) = FG{x)-fa\y] + T\x)^dg{y) for all x, y G M and 7 G T. (2.4.3) 
Also, 
FG{xjy) = FG{x)ja\y) + T{G{x))jdia{y)) + F{T{x))'y(j(g{y)) + T\x)-fdg{y). 
(2.4.4) 
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Comparing (2.4.3) and (2.4.4), we get 
T{a{x)rid{a{y)) + F{T{x)yfa{g{y)) = 0 for all x,y e M and 7 € T. 
Sinc(> a,, r are automorphisms of M and noting that GT = rG, ga = ag, we have 
Cixihdiyi) + F{xi)-fg{yi) = 0 for all Xi, yi G M and 7 G T. (2.4.5) 
Smce f^.n'j'yCijji] = 0, we get 
0 = F{xi)jG{yiazi) 
^ F{xi)jG{yi)aa{zi) + F{xi)-yT{yi)ag{zi) 
= F{xi)'yT{yi)ag(zi). 
By Lennna 2.2.1, we have g{zi)'yF{xi) = 0 for all xi, Zi G M and 7 G T. Replace 
Zi by yi/":*.::!, to get 
0 = g{y,0z^)jF{xr) 
= g{y,)Pa{z,)jF{xi) + r(yi)./35(zi)7^(^i) 
= !7(?yi)/?cr(zi)7F(xi). 
Since a is an automorphism of M and using Lemma 2.2.1, we find that 
''''(•'•i)7.'/(yi) ^ 0 for ah Xi,yi G M and 7 G T. 
Now from (2.4.5), we get G{xi)'yd{yi) = 0 for all xi,yi G M and 7 G T. Putting 
z\ayi for yi in the last relation, we get 
0 -^  G{xi)jd{ziayi) 
= G{xi)jd{zi)aa{yi) + G{xi)jr{zi)ad{yi) 
=- G{xi)-/T{zi)ad{yi). 
Since; r is an automorphism of M, the above expression forces that 
G{xi)"fZ2ad{yi) = 0 for all Xi,yi,Z2 G M and a , 7 G F. 
Again using Lennna 2.2.1, we obtain d{yi)jG{xi) = 0 for all x^yi G M and 
7 G r . By (?/). (F,d) and (G, 51) are orthogonal. 
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Theorem 2.4.3. ([2], Theorem 34) Let M he a 2-torsion free semiprime T-ring 
and a,T be automorphisms of M. Suppose {F,d) and {G,g) be generalized (cr,r)-
derivations on M such that da = ad,dT = Td,ga = ag,gT = rg. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) {FG,dg) is a generalized {a'^,T^)-derivation, 
(ii) {GF,gd) is a generalized {a'^,T'^)-derivation, 
[Hi) F k g are orthogonal and G k d are orthogonal. 
Proof (?;) =^ (?:?;?;) Suppose (FCrfr?) is a generalized (cr^r^j-derivation. From (2.4.5), 
we have 
G{xY(d{y) + F(x)jg{y) = 0 for all x,y E M and 7 € T. 
Replacing y by y^z, we obtain 
0 = G{x)jd{yf:iz)+F{x)^g{yf^z) 
= G{x)jdiy)Pa{z) + G{x)^T{y)M{z) + F{x)^g{y)Pa{z) + F{x)jT{y)Pg{z) 
= Gix)jT{y)(3diz) + Fix)jTiy)/3g{z). 
Since r is an automorphism of M, the above relation yields that 
G{x)ryiPd{z) + F{x)jyil3g{z) = 0 for aU x, yi, z 6 M and /3,7 € T. (2.4.6) 
Since dg is a (cr ,^ r^)-derivation, d and g are orthogonal by Theorem 2.4.2. 
Replacing yi by g{z)ay and using the orthogonaUty of d and g, we get 
0 = G{x)-ig{z)ayPd{z) + F{x)-^g{z)ay^g{z) 
= F{x)'yg{z)ayl3g{z). 
Again replacing y by y6F{x) and /3 by 7 and using the semiprimeness of M, we 
obtain 
F{x)-fg{z) = 0 for all x, 2 6 M and 7 G T. (2.4.7) 
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Substitutiutz, yaz for z in (2.4.7), we find that 
F{-i'hy{y)<-^<7{z) + F{'i^lT{y)ag{z) = 0 for all x,y,z e M and a,o G T. 
Using (2.4.7) and the fact that r is an automorphism of M, we get 
F{x)yyiag{z) = 0 for aU x.yi.z & M and a , 7 € F. 
Therefore- by Lenniia 2.2.1, F and y are orthogonal. Hence (2.4.6) becomes 
(j(x)yy\j3d{z) = 0 for all x ,yi ,2 G A'/ and ^3,7 G F. 
Thus, G and c/ are orthogonal. 
{ill) => (i) By tlie orthogonality of F and g, we have 
F{x)ayl3g{z) = 0 for ah x,y,ze M and ct,^ G F. (2.4.8) 
Replacing J: by s^/x, we get 
0 = F{s'yx)ayl3g{z) 
= F{s)-fa{x)ayl3g{z) + T{s)'yd{x)ayPg{z) 
= T{s)-fd{x)ayPg{z). 
Since r is an automorphism of M and using the semiprimeness of M, we get 
d{x)ayflg{z) = 0 for all x, y, z E M and Of, /? G F. 
By Lemma 2.2.1, d and 5 are orthogonal. Thus, by Theorem 2.4.2, dg is a 
(cr^ r^)-derivation. Now, replacing y by g{z)-^y5F{x) and /3 by a in (2.4.8), we 
get 
F{j:)ag{~)jySF{x)ay{z) = 0 for all x, y, z E M and « ,7 . J € F. 
By the semiprimeness of A/, we have F{x)ag{z) = 0 for all x, z e M and a G F. 
Sinhlarly, l)y the orthogonahty of G and (i, we have 
G{x)ad{z) = 0 for all x,z E M and a G F. 
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Thus, 
FG{xay) = FG{x)aa^{y) + T'^{x)adg{y) for all x,y E M and a GF. 
Hence, {FG,dg) is a generalized (cr^ , r^)-derivation. 
(M) =^ {in) Using similar approach as we have used to prove (i) ^ {Hi). 
As an immediate consequence of above theorem we have the following: 
Corollary 2.4.2. ([2], Corollary 3.5) Let {F,d) and {G,g) be generalized derivations 
on M. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
{i) {FG, dg) is a generalized derivation, 
{ii) {GF, gd) is a generalized derivation, 
{Hi) F k g are orthogonal and G k d are orthogonal. 
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The following exmnpl*; shows that Theorem 2.4.2 does not hold for arbitrary F-rings. 
Example 2.4.2. ([2], Example 3.6) Let R be any 2-torsion free ring and let 
M = < a, h, c, / , h e R \S = I 0 0 0 m ] \l-me R 
[ V " / 
Then M is a 2-torsion free F-rnig which is not semiprime. Define the map a : M ^ M 
such that a 
h 
\ " / 
a 
b 
c 
f 
. Clearly, a is an automorphism of M and take r — I^ 
where IM is tlu; identity map of M. Next, define the maps d, g : M -^ M such that 
r.\ 
\ " / 
0 
0 
/ 
b 
c 
f 
yhj 
c 
b 
0 
\ « / 
/A 
for all 
a 
b 
c 
f 
yhj 
e M. 
It can be easily verified that d and g are (a, r)-derivations on M such that da = 
ad, dr = rd. ya = ag, gr = ry. Now, consider the maps F,G : M -^ M such that 
F 
( \ 
a 
b 
c 
I 
VI 
= 
I.A 
0 
0 
0 
vV 
.c. 
(a^ 
b 
c 
I 
K"l 
= 
f"^ 
0 
0 
0 
VV 
for all 
a 
b 
c 
f 
VV 
e M. 
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It can be easily check that (F, d) and (G, g) are generalized {a, r)-derivations on M 
Also, {FG,dg) and {GF,gd) are generalized (cr^ r2)-derivations on M but neither F 
and g are orthogonal nor G and d are orthogonal. 
Corollary 2.4.3. ([2j, Corollary 3.7) Let {F,d) be generalized {a, T)-derivations on 
M. If F{x)-fF(y) = 0 for all x,y e M and 7 G T, then F = d = 0. 
Proof Notice that F{x)jF(y) = 0 for all x,y e M and j eT. Replacing y by y/3z, 
we get 
0 = F{x)jFiyPz) 
- F(x)jF(y)Pa{z) + F(x)^T{y)^d{z) 
= F{x)jT(y)l3d{z). 
Since r is an automorphism of M and using Lemma 2.2.1, we have d(z)jF(x) = 0 
for all x,z E M and 7 € F. Now, replacing x by xaz, we get 
0 = d(z)7F(xaz) 
= ri(z)7F(.x)acr(z) + d{z)jT{x)ad{z) 
— d{z)'yT{x)ad{z). 
By the semiprimeness of M, we get d{z) — 0 for all z e M. Therefore, rf - 0. Again, 
0 — F{xjz)aF{y) 
= F{x)ja{z)aF{y)+ T{x)'yd{z)aF{y) 
= F(x)7a(z)aF(y). 
In particular, we have 
F{x)jziaF{x) = 0 for all x,zi E M and a, 7 G F. 
Using the semiprimeness of M, we get F{x) = 0 for all x € M and hence F = 0. 
The following example shows that the hypothesis of semiprimeness is crucial in above 
result. 
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Example 2.4.3. ([2], Example 3.8) Let R be any 2-torsion free ring and M 
I a \ 
. h, c, / e R >, r = 0 X 0 0 ] \ X E R\. Then M is a 2-torsion 
free F-ring which is not semiprime. Define the mappings cr, r : M -> M such that 
i"\ 
h 
c 
[f) 
( c \ 
b 
a 
[') 
, r 
(") 
b 
c 
[ f j 
--
(f\ 
b 
c 
[a ) 
for all 
( a \ 
b 
c 
[fJ 
e M. 
Clearly, a and r are automorphisms of M. Next, define the map d : M -^ M such 
that 
e M. 
It can be easily verified that d is a {a, T)-derivation on M. Further, consider the map 
F : M ^ M such that 
M 
b 
c 
\f) 
__ 
( o ] 
0 
c 
[fj 
for all 
("] 
b 
c 
[ f J 
i ^ \ fa\ a 
b 
\fj 
0 
0 
/ a \ 
for all G M . 
\fj 
Then it is straightforward to check that F is a generahzed (cr, r)-derivation on M. 
Moreover, F satisfies the relation F{x)jF{y) — 0 for all x,y e M and 7 e F but 
neither F — 0 nor d — 0. 
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Chapter 3 
Differential Identities On F-Rings 
3.1 Introduction 
In the year 1981, Giambruno and Herstein [33] studied the derivations with nilpotent 
values. Furthe)\ Vukman [73] modified their results for Jordan left derivations on 
semiprime rings. Motivated by these studies, Haider and Paul [37] extended their 
results in the setting of semiprime F-rings which has been discussed in Section 3.2. 
Bergen. Hesrtein and Kerr [18] studied Lie ideals and derivations on prime rings 
and proved that if U is a nonzero Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free prime ring R and d a 
nonzero derivation on R such that (^{U) C Z, then U C Z. In Section 3.3, we study 
the analogue of this result in F-rings. 
In the year 1992, Daif and Bell [28] obtained commutaivity of semiprime ring R 
satisfying the differential identity d{{x,y]) = ±[x,y] for all x,y E R. Further, Ashraf 
and Rehman [10] established the coimnutativity of semiprime ring satisfying the above 
identity for a well behaved subset of R, that is, Lie ideal of R. Later on, many authors 
explored commutativity of prime and semiprime rings satisfying various conditions 
on rings. In Section 3.4, various commutativity theorems for prime F-rings satisfying 
certain related identities involving derivations on F-rings have been given. 
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3.2 Semiprime F-rings with Jordan derivation 
Giambruno and Herstein [33] proved that if d is a derivation on a semiprime ring R 
such that for some positive integer n the relation ((i(x))" = 0 holds for all x E R, 
then d = 0. Further, Vukman [73] modified above results for Jordan left derivation 
on semiprime rings as follows: 
Theorem 3.2.1. ([73j, Theorem 1) Let R he a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and 
d : R -^ R a Jordan left derivation. If there exists a positive integer n such that 
{d{x))" = 0 for all x e R, then d = 0. 
Motivated by the above theorem, Haider and Paul [37] extended the above study in 
the setting of semiprime F-rings as follows: 
Theorem 3.2.2. ([37], Theorem 3.1) Let M be a 2-torsion free semiprime T-ring 
satisfying aahfic = a(ibac for all a,b,c 6 M, a.jS E T and d : M ^ M be a Jordan 
left derivation. If there exists a positive integer n such that {d{x)a)^d{x) ~ 0 for all 
X e M and a e F, then d = Q. 
For developing the proof of the above theorem, following lemmas are required. 
Lemma 3.2.1. Let M be a T-ring satisfying aab/3c = afUbac for all a,b,c e M and 
a,/? € F. Ifd: M —)• M is a Jordan left derivation, then 
[i) d{xay + yax) = 2xad{y) + 2yad{x), 
{ii) d{xayl3x) - xaxPd{y) + ^xayj3d{x) - yaxj3d{x) for all x,y E M and a,/3 G F. 
Proof, (i) Since d is a Jordan left derivation, d{xax) = 2xad{x). Replace xhy x + y, 
we get d{xay + yax) = 2xad{y) + 2yad{x) for all x,y E M and a € F. 
{ii) From (i), d{xfiy + yfix) = 2xfid{y) + 2yPd{x), then replacing xay + yax for y, 
we have 
d{xayl3x + xf3yax) = 2x^xad{y) -\-4xPyad{x) + 2xaypd{x) - 2yaxl5d{x). 
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Then, since xayftz = xByaz for all x, y, 2 € M and a, /3 € F and M is 2-torsion free, 
we obtain (/?')• 
Lemma 3.2.2. Let M be a 2-torsion free and 3-torsion free T-ring satisfying anbfjc — 
aj3hac for all a. h, c € A'f a, /i e F and d : M -^ M he a Jordan left derivation such 
that {d\^[d{x),3:\a,x\fj) = 0 holds for all x e M and a, (3 e F. Then [d{x).,x]add(x:) ^ 0 
for all X 6 M and a., 8 E F. 
Proof. Given that 0 ^ {J[[J(.i;),.;;]„,.xj^-y) = 6ld{x),x]JM{x) for all x e M and n,/i e 
F. By Lenuna .'5.2.1 and aabdc = a/3bac for all a,b,c E M and a, /? 6 F, Since M is 
2-torHion free and 3-torsion free, [d{x),x]a/3d(x) = 0 for all a; € M and ct,/? € F. 
Lemma 3.2.3. Let M be a semiprime T-ring. Then M contains no nonzero nilpotent 
ideals. 
Proof. Let / be a nilpotent ideal of M. Then ( /F)" / = (0) for some positive integer 
n. Let ns assume that ?i is minimal. Now, suppose that n > 1. Since IT I C / , we 
have 
( /F)"" ' /FA/ r ( /F ) " -V C ( / r ) " - i / F ( / F ) " - i / = ( /F)" /F( /F)"-2 / = (0). 
Hence by seniiprimeness of M, we have (/F)""^/ = (0), a contradiction to the 
minimality of //. Therefore, // = L This implies that IFI = (0). Then we get 
IT MY I C [YI --= {[)). But since M is semiprime, it yields / = (0). 
Lerama 3.2.4. Let M be a Y-ring. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) M has no nonzero mlpotent elements. 
{u) For every a € M and a 6 F, (aa)"a = 0 implies a — 0 for some positive integer 
n. 
Proof, (t) =^ (li) If a ^ 0, then a is a nonzero nilpotent element of M, which is a 
contradiction. 
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(M) => (i) Let (a 7^  0) 6 M be a nilpotent element. Then {aa)"^a = 0 for every 
a € r and for some positive integer m. Suppose that m is minimal. If n < m, 
then n is the degree of nilpotency, which is a contradiction. If n = m, then by 
hypothesis a is a zero nilpotent element, which is also a contradiction. If n > m, 
say n = •m + k, k = 1, then we have {aa)'^{{aa){aa) • • • {aa))i~-factors<i — 0. This 
gives that (a«)"^+^a = 0, which implies that {aaYa — 0. By hypothesis, a = 0, 
which is contradiction. Hence, M has no nonzero nilpotent elements. 
Now we are well equipped to prove Theorem 3.2.2. 
Prooj of Theorem 3.2.2. Since M is semiprime, n P = (0) where the intersection runs 
over all prime ideals P of M. We need to show that d{P) C P for every prime ideal 
P of M. Let a e P, X e M. Then by Lemma 3.2.l(z), we have 
0 = d(aax + xaa)ad{aax + xaa) 
= 2'^[aad{x)aaad{x) + aad{x)axad{a) + xad{a)aaad{x) + xad{a)axad{a)). 
Since M is 2-torsion free, aad{x) G P and xad{a) 6 M,{xad{a)Q){xad{a)) = 
0(mod)P for aU a e T. Also, 
0 = d{aax + xaa)ad{aax + xaa)ad{aax + xaa) 
= 2^ (aad{x)aaad{x)aaad{x) + xad(a)aaad{x)aaad{x) 
+aad{x)axad{a)aaad{x) + xad{a)axad{a)aaad{x) 
+aad{x)aaad{x)axad{a) + xad[a)aaad{x)axad{a) 
-\-aad{;.v)(xxmi{a)Q.xad,{a) -\-xad.{a)axad{a)axad{a)). 
Since M is 2-torsion free, aad{x) E P and xad(a) E M, 
{xadia)af{xad{a)) = 0{mod]P for all a e T. 
Proceeding in this way, we have 
{xad{a)a)''{xad{a)) = 0{mod)P for all a € T. 
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Thus, in the prime r-iiiig, iV = M/P, we have 
(yagia)a)'"yag(a) — 0 for all y G TV and a E F. 
By Lemma 3.2.4 yag{a) — 0 for all y E N and a G F. Since A^  is prime, d{a) — 0. 
This gives d((i) G P and so d{P) C P. Therefore, d{P) C P for all prime ideals P of 
M and so r/ induces a Jordan left derivation /; on the prime F- ring, A^  = M/ P. Thus, 
(j(N) = 0, that is, d{M) C P for all prime ideals P of M. Since DP = (0), we obtain 
d{M) = 0 and hence d = 0. 
It was also shown l)y Giambruno and Herstein [33], if d and g are derivations on a 
2-torsion free semiprime ring R such that d^{x) — g{x) holds for all x E R, then 
d — 0. Inspired l:)y this result, Vukman [73] proved that if /? is a 2-torsion free and 
3-torsion fre(! s<5nhprime ring which admits Jordan derivations d, g : R -^ R such that 
cP{x) = (/(./;) for all x G R, then d = 0. 
Motivated l)y the above study, Haider and Paul [37] also studied the following 
theorem in the setting for semiprime F-ring 
Theorem 3.2.3. ([37], Theorem 3.1) Let M he a 2-torsion free h 3-torsion free 
semiprime F-rviuj satisfying aab/jc — a^bac for all a,b,c G M and a,j3 E F. If 
d : M -^ M mid g : M —> M are Jordan derivations such that (f{x) = g{x) for all 
X E M, then, d =- 0. 
Proof. We have 
(i^(x) = g{x) for all XEM. (3.2.1) 
Replacing xax for x in (3.2.1) and then using the condition that M is 2-torsion free, 
we get 
dixad{x)) = xag{x) for all x E M and a G F. (3.2.2) 
Then by Lennna 3.2.1(z') and using (3.2.1) and (3.2.2), we have 
d{d.{x)(\x) = 2d{x)cxd{x) + xag{x) for all a; G M and a G F. (3.2.3) 
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Subtracting (3.2.2) from (3.2.3), we get 
d{[dix),x]a) = 2d{x)ad{x) for all x 6 M and aeT. (3.2.4) 
Replacing x by x + y in (3.2.4), we have 
d{[d{x),y]a + [diy),x]a) = 2d{x)adiy)+ 2d{y)ad{x). 
Replacing xax for y in the above equation and then using Lemma 3.2.1{i) and the 
condition that M is 2-torsion free, we have 
d{xa[d{x),x]a) = d{x)axad{x) + xad{x)ad{x) for all x E M and aeT. (3.2.5) 
By Lemma 3.2.1(z), (3.2.4) and (3.2.5), we have 
d{[d{x), x]aax) = d{x)axad{x) + xad{x)ad{x) for all x G M and aeT. (3.2.6) 
Subtracting (3.2.5) from (3.2.6) and then applying Lemma 3.2.2, we get 
{d{x), x]aad{x) = 0 for all x G M and aeT. (3.2.7) 
Using Lemma 3.2.1(0, (3.2.1), (3.2.4) and (3.2.7), we obtain 
d{d{x)a[d{x),x]a) = Ad{x)ad{x)ad{x) + 2[d{x), x]aag{x) for all x € M and aeT. 
(3.2.8) 
By Lemma 3 .2 .1(M), (3.2.7) and (3.2.1), we have 
d{xad{x)ad{x)) = d{x)ad{x)ad{x) 4- M{x)axag{x) — xad{x)ag{x) (3.2.9) 
for all X e M and a G F. By using (3.2.1), (3.2,9) and Lemma 3.2.1, we have 
d{d{x)ad{x)ax) = d(x)ad{x)ad{x) + bad{x)ag{x) — 3d{x)axag{x) (3.2.10) 
for all X € M and aeT. Using (3.2.10) and (3.2.9), we have 
d{d{x)ad{x)ax - xad{x)ad{x)) = -6[d{x),x]aag{x) for all x e M and aeT. 
(3.2.11) 
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On the other hand, by (3.2.7), we obtain 
d{d{x)ad{r)ax - xa.d{a-)ad{x)) — d{d{x)a[d{x), x]a) for all x € M and a G F. 
(3,2.12) 
From (3.2.11) and (3.2.12), we have 
d{d{x)a[d{x),x],,) ^ -6[d{x),x]^ag{x) for all x E M und a e F. (3.2.13) 
Combining (3.2.8) and (3.2.13) and using the condition that A4 is 2-torsion free, we 
have 
d{x)ad{x)(yd{x)ad{x) + 2d{x)a[d{x), x]aag{x) = 0 for all x E M and a 6 T. (3.2.14) 
By Lemma 3.2.!(?/), (3.2.1) and (3.2.4), we have 
2d{x)ad{x)ad{3:)ad{x) + 3d{x)a[d{x),x]aag{x) = 0 for all x 6 M aird a EF. 
(3.2.15) 
Now, using (3.2.15) and (3.2.14), we have 
d{x)ad{x)ad{x)ad{x) = 0 for all x S M and a ET. 
That is, {d{x)a)'-\l{x) = 0 for all x E M and a ET. Finally, by Theorem 3.2.1, we 
have d — 0. 
3.3 Lie ideals in prime F-rings with derivations 
The relationshij) l)etween the derivations and Lie ideals of a prime ring has been 
investigated V)y number of authors (see for referance [37],[54] etc. where further 
references can be found). In the year 1981, Bergen, Hesrtein and Kerr [18] studied 
Lie ideals and derivations on prime rings and proved that if U is a nonzero Lie ideal of 
a 2-torsion free prime ring R and d a nonzero derivation on R such that d'^{U) C Z. 
then U C Z. Motivated by the above result, Suliman and Majeed [71] proved the 
following result iu the prime F-ring. 
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Theorem 3.3.1. ([71j, Theorem 7) Let U be a nonzero Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free 
prime V-ring M and d be a nonzero derivation on M. If d{U) C Z, then U C. Z. 
We facilitate our discussion with the following observations: 
Remark 3.3.1. Let M be a F-ring. For any x,y,z e M and a,/3 G F, we have: 
[xay, z]is = xa[y, z]is + [x, z]0ay + x[a, P]^y, 
[x, yaz]^ = ya[x, z]fj + [x, yj^az + y[l3, a\^z. 
Further with assumption xayfiz = xfiyaz for all x,y,z E M and a , ^ G F the above 
identities reduced to 
[xay, z\fi = xa[y, z\p + [.x, z]ftay, 
[x, yaz]j3 = ya[x, z]f) + [x, y]/3az. 
Remark 3.3.2. Let M be 2-torsion free prime F-ring and d he a derivation on M. 
Then for all x, y E M and cv 6 F, we have the following: 
(i) If d^  = 0 on Af, then d = 0, 
(ii) d(\x,y\o,) = [d{x),y\o, + [x,d{y)]a, 
{Hi) d?{xay) = d^{x)ay + 2d{x)ad{y) + xad?{y), 
(iv) d^{xay) = d^{x)ay + 3d^{x)ad{y) + 3d{x)ad!^{y) + xad^(y). 
Proofs of the following results can be obtained in [71]. 
Lemma 3.3.1. Let M be 2-torsion free prime T-ring and Z be the center of M. Then 
the following are satisfied: 
(i) IfxeZ and xTy = (0), then either x = 0 or y = 0. 
(a) IfxeZ and xVy C Z, then either x = 0 or y e Z. 
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L e m m a 3.3.2. Let U he a nonzero Lie ideal of prime T-ring M. If[M, U]a Q Z. then 
u c z. 
Proof. For all r € A/, a G U and ct e F, we have [a^ i-ujc € [M,U]a- Replacing x by 
x/3u. we get 
[xfiu. u]a = [x, u]aPu 6 Z for all x & M,u E U and a,/? G F. 
Since [j;, u]„ G Z. l)y Lenuna 3.3.1('i?') we obtain [x, «]„ — 0 ov u E Z. 
L e m m a 3.3.3. Let (0) ^ U he a Lie ideal of 2-torsion free prime T-ring M satisfying 
xayfiz = xiiyaz for all:;;, y, z G M and a, /? G F. / / [t/, U]r = 0, t/ien f/ C Z. 
Proof. For all x E iiPu e (J and a G F, we have ['u,x]„ G f/. Hence, by hypothesis 
we have 
[u, [u, x]a]3 = 0 for all x G M, u G f/ and a, /3 G F. 
Equivalently, 
ul3[tL xl, = [a, x]al3u for all x E M.UEU and a, /3 G F. (3.3.1) 
Rei^lacing x by x<\y for all y E M and a- G F, we get 
uBxa[u., y]„ + u/3[-u, xj^cty = XQ;[ti, yja/??/ + [u, x]aCyyl3u. (3.3.2) 
Using (3.3.1) for u/3[u,x]„ = [it,x]„/?'u and [u,y]aPu = ti^[w,y]a in (3.3.2) we obtain 
utixQ[ii, y]a + [u, 2:\aBuay = a;Q;u/?[u, y]^ + [u, x\o,ayl3u. 
Using xayfJz — xSyaz for all x ,y,z G M and a,/? G F, we get 2[u,x]aP[u,y]a = 0. 
Since M is 2-torsion free, this leads to 
[a. :r]„/?[u, y]„ = 0 for all x G A/, u G [/ and a,P EF. 
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Replacing y by yyx, we find that 
[u, xlafty^lu, x\a = 0 for all x G M, u e U and a, P, 7 G F. 
Thus, [u,x]rrMr[u,x]r = (0) for all a; G M, u € U. By primeness of M, we conclude 
[u,x]r = 0. This yields U C Z. 
Lemma 3.3.4. Let U be a nonzero Lie ideal of 2-torsion free prime T-ring M and d 
be a nonzero derivation on M. If a e U such that [a, d{x)]a = 0 for all x e M and 
a ET, then a E Z. 
Proof By hypothesis, we have [a, d{x)]a = 0 for all x G M and a G F. Replacing x 
by xfy, we get 
0 = [a, d(x/3y)]„ 
= [a, d{x)l,/3y + d{x)l3[a, y]„ + x/3[a, d(y)]„ + [a, x]„/3d(y) 
= d{x)/3[a, y]„ + [a, x]„l3d{y). 
Replacing x by d{x), we obtain 
rf2(.x)/5[a,y]„ = 0for all X, y G /If and a, /3 G F. 
Replacing y by 27y, we get 
d'^{x)Pz^[a,y]a — 0 for all x,y,z e M and a,/3,7 G F. 
By primeness of M, we get rf^(x) = 0 or [a, y]a = 0. But since d j^ 0, a e Z. 
Now we are well equipped to prove Theorem 3.3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.2. Suppose that U (^ Z, then by Lemma 3.3.2 we have V -
[U, U] ^ Z. Now 
d{\u,w]a) — \d{u),w\a + \y^,d{w)\a — 0 for all u,w eU. 
Since d{u),d{w) G Z, it follows that d{V) = (0) therefore d{[v,m\a) = 0, we get 
[v, d{rn)]a = 0 for all u G F, m G M and a G F. 
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Therefore, by Leuinm 3.3.4 we get t' € Z, which is contradiction. Accordingly, U i= Z. 
T h e o r e m 3.3.2. (I7lj, Lernma 8) Let U '^ Z be a Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free prime 
T-ring M and d be a nonzero derivation on M. If a € M ando,rd{U) — (0) {d{U)ra =^ 
(0)), then a--= (J. 
Proof. For all (/ e (I.x G M and « G F, we have [•u,.x]^7u G U. By hypothesis, we 
have 
0 = a<:\d{[ii,x]gju) 
=^ a.a[u, x]fi^/d{u) for all x G M, n G ^ and a, /3,7 G F. 
Replacing x by d{'u)Xx, we get 
aau.3d{v)\x^d{u) — 0 for all x G M,u,i ; G (/ and Q , / 3 , 7 , A G F . 
By prinieness of A/, we obtain aauf3d{v) = 0 or d{u) = 0. Now let K = {u G 
{/|aau/^(i((') = t)} and L = {n G f/|d(u) = 0}. Since K and L are additive subgroups 
of U and I' = A' U L, but a group can not be union of its two proper subgroups and 
hence either (/ — /\' or U = L. According to Theorem 3.3.1, d{U) 7^  0 which proves 
that U = l{. Hence, we get ururd{v) = (0) for all v G U. By Lemma 1.4.6, we get 
a = 0 or f/((;) = 0. Again by Theorem 3.3.1, d{U) ^ (0), therefore a = 0. 
Theo rem 3.3.3. ([71], Theorem 9) Let M be a 2-torsion free prime V-ring, U he 
a nonzero Lie ideal of M and d be a nonzero derivation on M. If d^{U) = (0) and 
d{U) C U, then U C Z. 
Proof. Supi^jse that (/ ^ Z for all x e M,u E U and a G F, we have [x,u],y G U. 
Since iP{U} — 0, l)y using Remark 3.3.2, we get 
0 - d:\[.cPu,uU) 
= d'\[x, u]a)3u + 2d{[x,u]a)3d{u) + [x,u]aPd^{u). 
Since AJ is 2-t()rKion free and d'^{U) — (0), we get 
d{p\ u]„)3d{u) = 0 for all x e M,UEU and a, ^ G F. 
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Replacing uhy u + d{u), we get d{[x, d{u)]a)Pd{u) = 0, so that 
[d{x),d{u)]aPd(u) :=Ofor allx e M,ueU and a,P eF. 
According to Tiieorem 3.3.2, we get [d{x),d{u)]a = 0 for all x e M,w E U and 
a G r , therefore, by Lemma 3.3.3 we conclude that d{U) C Z which is contradiction 
to Theorem 3.3.1. 
Theorem 3.3.4. ([71j, Lemma 10) Let M be a 2 and 3-torsion free prime T-ring, U 
be a nonzero Lie ideal of M and d be a nonzero derivation on M. If d{U) C U, d^{U) C 
Z and d\U) = {0), then U CZ. 
Proof For all x E M,u e U and a € F, we have [x,u]a 6 U. Since d^{U) = (0), we 
obtain d^([x,u]a) — 0. Replacing x by xl3u and using Remark 3.3.2(zt;) we get 
0 = d^{[xfju,u],) 
= 3d'([x, uDPdiu) + 3d{[x, u]^)f3d\u). 
Since M is 3-torsion free, we get 
d^{[x, u]a)0d{u) + d([x,u]a)0{u) = Q ior all X E M,u E U and a , ^ G F. 
Replacing u by diu) and using d^{U) - (0), we obtain 
d\[x,d{u)]c,)l3d'^{u)^0. 
Since d^{U) C Z, by Lemma 3.3.1(2), we get 
d\[x, d(u)]„) = 0 or d^{u) = 0. (3.3.3) 
If d'^{[x,d{u)]a) = 0, then replacing x by xf3d{v), we obtain 
0 = d2([x;5d(ii),d(«)]a) 
= d\[x,diu)UPd{u)) 
= d'{[x, d{u)]),Jd{u) + 2d([x, d{u)]UPd\u) + [x, d{u%l3d\u). 
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Since (f{U) = (0), A/ is a 2-torsion free and by relation (3.3.3), the last equation 
reduced to 
d{[x, d{u)])„Pd\u) = 0 for all x E M,u € U and a, 0 E F. 
Since <P{U) C Z, by Lemma 3.3.1(/:), we get d.[x,d{v)]a = 0 or (f{u) = 0. If 
d[x,d{v)]a — 0. then replacing x by x^/d(u), we obtain 
0 = d{[x'yd{u),d{u)]a) 
= d{[x,d{u)l^d{u)) 
= d{[x, d{u)]a)jd{u) + [x, d{u)]a7d'^{u) 
^ [.T,d(n)]„7(i^(u). 
Since d^{U) C Z and diU) C U, by Lemma 3.3.1(z) we get [x, d{u)]a = 0 or d^{u) ^ 0. 
If [x,d{u)]„ = 0, then we have d{u) G Z. Hence from relation (3.3.3), we have either 
d{u) e Z or d-{u) = 0. 
Now, let K - {(/. e U I d('a) C Z} and L = {a € [/|d2(u) = 0}. Since K and L 
are additive subgroups of [/ and U = KD L, but a group can not be union of its two 
proper subgrou])s and hence U = K or U = L. If U = K, that is, d{u) E Z, then by 
Theorem 3.3.1, we get U C Z or U = L, that is, d'^{u) = 0, hence by Theorem 3.3.3. 
we get U C Z. 
Theorem 3.3.5. ([71j, Theorem 11) Let M be a 2 and 3-torsion free prime F-nng. 
U be a 'nonzero Lie ideal of M and d be a nonzero derivation on M. If d{U) C U and 
d\U) C Z, then (/ C Z. 
Proof. For all x G M/u G U and a G F, we have 
c/2([x-,-«]«)GZ. (3.3.4) 
Replacing x by x3d^{v) wliere v G (/,/3 G F and using d^{U) C Z, we get 
2fi([.x,vi]„)/3rfVi;) + [x, u]„,/^f;^(t.) G Z for ii\\u,vEU,xEM and a , ^ G F. (3.3.5) 
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Replacing x by x^(f{w) in relation (3.3.5) for allweU,jeT and using (f{U) C Z 
and M is 2-torsion free, the relation (3.3.5) reduced to 
[X,U\ ajd^{w)/3d^v) e Z for all ,ii,v,w e U,x e M and a,/3,7 € F. 
Since d'^{U) C Z and d{U) C f/, (^^(^j c Z and thus by Lemma 3 .3 .1(M), we have 
d^{U) = (0) or [x,u]„ e Z. Therefore, if d^U) = 0. Theorem 3.3.4 yields U C Z.U 
[M, [/]„ c Z, then by Lemma 3.3.2, we get U C Z. 
3.4 Some differential identities in prime F-rings 
For any a,b e M and 7 G F, we write [a,b]^ = 076 - 67a and a o^ b = a-yb + 67a. 
Throughout, this section we assume that M will satisfies aab^c = a^bac for all 
a, /3 6 F and a,b,c E M. It can be easily seen that 
(i) [a, bPc]^ — [a, b]^(5c + 6^[a, c]^. 
(n) a o„ (6 + c) = a o„ 6 + a, OQ, C. 
(m) a o„ {bjSc) = (a o„ 5)/3c + 6/3[c, a]„ = 6/3(a o^ c) + [a, 6]a/3c. 
In the year 1992, Daif and Bell [28] studied commutativity of semiprime ring R 
satisfying differential identity d{[x,y]) = ±[x,y] for all x,y 6 R. Further, Ashraf 
and Rehman [10] established the commutativity of semiprime ring R satisfying the 
above identity for a well behaved subset of R. Later on, many authors explored 
commutativity of prime and semiprime rings satisfying various conditions on rings 
(see [16],[46],[60],[70] for further references). 
Motivated by the above study Ashraf and Jamal [14] investigated the commuta-
tivity of prime F-rings satisfying certain identities involving derivations on F-rings 
and obtained the following result: 
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Theorem 3.4.1. ([14], Theorem 2.3) Let M he a prime T-ring and U he a nonzero 
ideal of M. If d is a nonzero derivation on M satisfying [d{x),x\y = 0 for all x G '^' 
and 7 € F, tlien M is commutative. 
For developing riie prtjof of the above theorem we need the following lemmas. The 
proof of theye results can be obtained in [14] 
Lemma 3 .4.1. Let A/ be a prime T-ring and U he a nonzero right ideal of M ^uch 
that U C Z{Af). Then M is commutative. 
Proof. Let [/ C Z. Now, we have 0 = [uja,b]i^ = uj[a,b]fj for all u G U,a,b 6 
Mr/: ft e I'- That is, [fr[a,h]fi = (0) for ah a,6 G M,ft e F. Since M is prime, this 
implies that [a, 6]H — 0 for all a, b G M and /? G F. Therefore, AI is commutative. 
Lemma 3.4.2. Lei M be a prime T-ring and U be a commutative nonzero right ideal 
of M. Then AI is commutative. 
Proof. Since U is conuuutative, [x/ij]..^, — 0 for all x,y e AT and 7 G F. Replace y by 
yar, we have 
0 = [x,yar]j 
= [x,y]^ar + ya[x,r].y 
Again replacing y by yftr\, we get yftria[x,7']'r = 0. Since M is prime, either y = 0 or 
x.r 1 ' J7 = 0. If y = 0, then f/ = (0), a contradiction. Therefore, [x, r]~^ = 0. This implies 
that x G Z{AI). that is, U C 2f(M). Therefore, by Lemma 3.4.1, M is commutative. 
Now we arc well ('ciui[)ped to prove Theorem 3.4.1. 
Proof of Theorem 8.4.L We have [d{x),x]^ = 0 for all a; G C/, 7 G F. Replace x by 
.X + y, to get 
[(/(.T), yY, + [ci(y). x]^ = 0 for all x, y G C/, 7 G F. 
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Further, replacing y by yax in the above condition and using the same along with 
the given condition, we have 
[y, x\yad{x) = 0 for all x, y 6 (7,7 € F. 
Again, replacing y by y(3z and using the above condition, we get 
[y, x\.y(3zad{x) — 0 for all x, y € (7, a, /3,7 € F. 
Now replacing z by r5z and using the primeness of M, we get either [y,x\^ = 0 
or UVd{x) = (0). Now let Ui = {x e U\\y,x]^ = 0 for all y e M,7 e F} and 
U2 ^ {x & U\UTd{x) = (0)}. Then it can be seen that Ui and U2 are additive 
subgroups of U whose union is U. But a group can not be union of two of its proper 
subgroups, we find that either UVd{x) = (0) for allx eUor [x,y]^ = 0 for a l lx ,y e U 
and 7 e F. If Urd{x) = (0), then by primeness of M either U = (0) or d{x) = 0 
for all x e U. But U ^ (0) imphes that d{x) = 0 for all x 6 U. Hence d{x^r) = 0. 
Therefore x'yd{r) = 0. This imphes d{r) = 0 by primeness of M. Therefore d = 0, a 
contradiction. Hence [x,y].y = 0 for all x,y E U and 7 G F and U is commutative. 
Therefore, M is commutative. 
Corollary 3.4.1. Let M be a prime F-ring and d be a nonzero derivation on M 
satisfying x - d{x) 6 Z{M) for all x e U. Then M is commutative. 
Proof We have x - d{x) G Z{M), that is, [x - d{x),x]^ = 0 for all x G (7 and 7 G F. 
Hence [d{x),x]j = 0 for all x E U and 7 G F. Therefore by Theorem 3.4.1, M is 
commutative. 
Theorem 3.4.2. ([I4], Theorem 2.5) Let M be a 2-torsion free prime T-ring and U 
he a nonzero ideal of M. Suppose M admits a nonzero derivation d satisfying any one 
of the following conditions: 
(i) [d{x),d{y)]-y = 0 for all x,y e U andj G F, 
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(ii) [d{x).d{y)U - \x,y\-, for all x,y € U and 7 G T, 
(ui) [d{x), d{ii)]-, = [y, x]^ for all x, y elJ and 7 e T, 
(iv) d{[x, y]^) = [x, y], for all x.y e U and 7 G T. 
Then M is cormnutative. 
Proof {!.) Given that [d{x), d{jj)]^ = 0 for all x,y E U and 7 e T. Replace y by yaz 
and use the givcni eondition, we get 
d{y}o:\d(x), z]^ + [d{x),y]^ad{z) = 0, (3 4.1) 
Replacmg z by zfir for all r G M in (3.4.1) and using (3.4.1), we have 
d{y)azl3[d{x),r]^ + [d{x),y]^azPd{r) = 0. 
Again, replacing /• by d{x), we get 
[dix),y]^(y.zP(f{x) = 0 for all x ,y,z G M and Q;,/3,7 G F. 
By priniencss of .1/. we have either [d{x:),y]^ = 0 or zfid'^{x) = 0. Take Ui = {x e 
U\[d{x),y]-., = 0 for aU y G U and 7 e T} and [/a = {z G U\zpd^{x) - 0 for all z G 
{/ and /3 G r } . Then Ui and [/2 are additive subgroups of U such that U1UU2 = U-
But a group can not be the set theoretic union of its two proper subgroups, either 
Ui = U or f/., = [;, If Ui = U. then [d{x),y]^ = 0 for all x, y G f/ and 7 G T. Therefore 
in particular, [d{x),x]^ = 0 for all x E U,^ E F and hence M is commutative l)y 
Theorem 3.4.1. If U2 = U, then UPd\x) = (0) for nil x e U and /3 G f/. Since A/ 
is prime and (' -^ (0), we get ri^ (.T:) = 0 for all x G f/. Replacing x by t(;(:iy, wc hud 
that d'^{way) = 0 for all w,y E U,a E T. Since d'^{x) = 0 for all x G f/ and F-ring is 
2-torsion free, wc; have d{w)ad{y) — 0 for all w,y E U and a EF. Further, replacing w 
by w(3z and using this condition along with primeness of M, we get either d{w)f3z — 0 
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or d{x) = 0. Again, since M is prime, either d{U) = (0) or [/ = (0). Since it is given 
that U + (0),(f(f/) = (0). But d{U) = (0) imphes Urd(M) = (0). Again, primeness 
of M gives d{M) = (0), which is a contradiction. 
(a) Replacing y by ij^z in [d{x),d(y)]^ = [x,y]^, we get 
[d{x),d{yftz)]^ = [x,y/?2;]-.), for all x,y,z E U and /?,7 € F. 
This imphes that for all x. y, z 6 L'' and ^ , 7 G F, we get 
[d{x),d{y%^z + of(y)^[d(a;), z]^ + [d{x),y\^^d{z) + y [^flf(cc), d(z)]^ 
Using the given condition, we arrive at 
d(y)/3[d(x), z]^ + [dl^x),y\^lid[z) = 0 for all x,y,z E M and ^ , 7 e F. 
Now using the same arguments as used after (3.4.1), we get the required result. 
(iii) Using the similar techniques as above, one can get the required result. 
(iv) Given that d{[x,y].y) = [x,y]^ for all x,y E U and 7 € F. After the simplification, 
we get 
[d{x),y]^ + [x, d{y)]^ = [x, y]^ for all .x, y EU and 7 e F. (3.4.2) 
Replacing y by zfiy, we get 
{[d{x),z]^ + [x, d(z)]^)/3y + zp{[d{x),y]^ + [x, d{y)]y) + d{z)l3[x, y]^ + [x, z]^pd{y) 
= [x,z]^fy + z/3[x,y]^ 
for ah x,y,z E U and /?,7 € F. Using (3.4.2), we find that 
d{z)fi[x, y]^ + [:;;, z]yPd{y) = 0 for all x, y,z E U and /3,7 € F. 
Further, replacing y by a;, we get 
[x, z]^Pd{x) = 0 for all x,y,z E U and /?,7 € F. 
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Again, replacing ;- by waz, we get [x, w]jaz/3d{x) — 0 for all x,w, z & U and a, 0, o G 
r . Since i'\/ its ])rime, we have either Urd{x) = (0) or [a;,z]-y — 0. Take Uj = {x 6 
U\Urdix) = {())} and U; = {x € U\[x,w]^ = 0 for all w e U^f e F}. It can be easily 
seen that f/i and U2 are additive subgroups of U such that UiU U2 — U. Therefore 
either L'j ^ I' or U^ ^ U. If (/i - (/, then bTd{x) = (0) for all x e U. Since U f- (0) 
and A/ is priuK;. we arrive at a contradiction that d = 0. Therefore, now assume^ 
that f/2 = f' Hence [.;;, w.']^  — 0 for all x, it; € L'^  and 7 e F. This yields that (/ is 
commutative. By Lemma 3.4.2, A/ is commutative. 
Corollary 3.4.2. LeA A7 he a prime T-ring and U he a nonzero ideal of M. If d ^ (J 
is a derimition on M such that d{[x,y]-y) = [y,x]-y for all x,y E U and 7 € F, then M 
IS commutat'we. 
Proof Given that d{[x.y])j = [y^'^i^-y for all x,y e U and 7 e F. This implies that 
{-d){[x,y]-,) = i-i'^y]-^' foi' aU x,y G U and 7 G F. Since -d is derivation on A/, by 
Theorem 3.4.2(//,'), M is commutative. 
Corollary 3.4.3. Let M he a prime T-ring and U he a nonzero ideal of M. Suppose 
M admits a derwation d, satisfying any one of the following conditions: 
(/') d{[x. y]-,) = [d{x), y]^ for all x, y E U and 7 G F, 
(li) d{x o^ //) = d{x) o-, y for all x,y E U and 7 G F. 
Then M is comvmtattve. 
Proof, (i) On simplifying the given condition, we have xjd{y) = d(y)'yx for all x,y G 
U and 7 G F. Replacing x by x(id{z), we have xj[d{y),d{z)]j3 = 0. Since M is prime 
and U -j^ (0), we have [d{y),d{z)]i3 = 0 for all y,z e U and /? G F. Hence A/ is 
commutative by llieorem 3.4.2('i). 
(?/i) Using similar arguments as used in (i), we get the required result. 
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Theorem 3.4.3. ([I4], Theorem 2.8) Let M he a prime T-ring and U be a nonzero 
ideal of M. Suppose M admits a nonzero derivation d such that for all x,y G 11,0,^ E 
r and d satisfying any one of the following conditions: 
(i) d{xay) = d{yax), 
(a) d{xay) = —d{yax), 
{Hi) \d{x),y]^ = [x,d{y)]^. 
Then M is commutative. 
Proof, [i) For all x, y e [/and a e F, we have d{xay) = d{yax). On simplifying,we 
have 
[d{x), y]„ + [.1;, d{y)]a = 0 for all x, y E U and a e F. (3.4.3) 
Replacing y by yf3z in (3.4.3) and using (3.4.3), we get 
d{y)jB[x, z]„ + [x, y]aJ3d{z) = 0 for all x,y,z E U and a,0 ET. 
Replace z by x, to get [x,y]a(id{x) — 0 for all x,y E U and a,/3 e F. Again, replacing 
y by yyw in the latter condition, we get 
[x,y]a'yw/3d{x) = 0 for all x,y,w E U and a,/?,7 G F. (3.4.4) 
Since M is prime, we have [x, y]a = 0 or UTd(x) = (0). The sets x E U ior which 
these two properties hold forms additive subgroups of U whose union is U. Hence by 
Brauers trick, either [x,y]a = 0 for all x,y E U and a e F or Urd{x) = (0) for all 
x E U. If UTd{x) = (0), then by primeness of M, either U - (0) or d{x) - 0 for all 
x E U. But d{x) = 0 for all x E U gives d = 0 on M, a contradiction. Therefore, 
[^,y\a = 0 for all x,y 6 f/, a € F and hence U is commutative and by Lemma 3.4.2, 
M is commutative. 
(??;) For all X, y E U and a G F, we have d{xay) - -d{yax). This implies that 
d{x)ay + xad{y) = —d{y)ax - yad{x) for all x,y E U and a € F. 
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Replace y i)y yiix and use the given condition, we get 
xayl3d{x) + yaxPd{x) — 0 for all x,y E U and a,/3 E T. (3.4.5) 
Now, replace y by y^'Z in (3.4.5) and use (3.4.5), we get 
[:J , y]„72/3d(i:) = 0 for all x,y,z E U and a,I3,"f E T. 
Now using tlie same arguments, as used in proof of (i) after (3.4.3), we get the required 
result. 
{iii) Replacing // by yftz in the given condition, we have 
[x, y]-,Bd{z) + d{y)/3[x, z]^ = 0. 
Replacing z by x, we get [x,y]-^/3d{x) = 0 for all x,y E M and 13, j E T. Again 
replacing y by yaz, we find that [x, y]^az[3d{x) = 0. Since M is prime, either [x, y]^ = 
0 or Urd{x) = (0). By the same argument given in the proof of (i) after (3.4.3), we 
get the required result. 
Theorem 3.4.4. ([14]-Theorem 2.9) Let M be a prime T-ring and U he a nonzero 
ideal of M. Suppose d 'is a derivation on M satisfying any one of the following con-
ditions: 
(i) d{x^jy) - :r-}/y G Z{M) for all x, y E U and 7 € F, 
{ii) d{x'yy) - y^/x E Z{M) for all x,y E U and 7 G F, 
{li'i) d{x)^d{y) - xyy E Z{M) for all x,y E U and 7 G F. 
Then M is commutative. 
Proof. {'/,) It is given that d{xyy) - xjy E Z{M) for all x,y E U and 7 G P. If 
d = 0, then we have x-vy E Z{M). Therefore, [x^y,x]p = 0. This implies that 
xj[y,x:]3 = 0 for all x,y E U and /3,7 G F. Now replacing y by yaz, we find that 
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xjya[z,x]/3 = 0 for all x,y,z 6 U and a,P,j 6 F. By the primeness of M, we 
have either x = 0 or UT[z,x]0 — (0). But x — 0 also implies that UT[z,x]js = (0). 
Therefore, in both the cases, we get Ur[z, x]^ = (0). Since M is prime, either U — (0) 
or [2, x]i3 = 0. Since f/ 7^  (0), [z, x]^ = 0 for all x,z E U,/3 eT and U is commutative. 
Therefore, A/ is commutative by Lemma 3.4.2. Now assume that d ^ 0. Given that 
d{xj7j) - xjy e Z{h4). This implies that d{x)jy + x'yd(y) - x-fy 6 Z(M). Replacing 
y by y,Bz and using the given condition, we have 
0 = [d{x)-fyl3z + x-fd{yl3z) - xjyl3z, z]„ 
= [xjy^d{z),zU (3.4.6) 
= x-/y^[d{z), z\c + X7[j/, z]„/?c/(z) + [x, z]c,jypd{z) 
Again, replacing x by lyJx for all w G [/ and 5 € T in (3.4.6), we get 
wS{xryf-i[d{z), z]„ + .T7[y, 2]«^fi(2) + [x, z]„7y/5d(z)) + ['(i;, z]«5x7yy3d(2) = 0. 
Using (3.4.6), we get [w,z]a5x'^yl3d{z) = 0. Since M is prime, we find that for each 
fixed z e U, either [w,z\„5x = 0 or UVd{z) = (0). Let Ui ^ {z e U\[w,z\a8x = 
0 for all x,w e U,a,S 6 T} and U2 -= {z G U\Urd{z) = (0)}. Since t/i and [/a are 
additive subgroups of U whose union is U, we find that either Ui = U ov U2 = U. If 
Ui — U, then [w,z]aSx = 0 for all x,w,z e U and a,6 eT. Since M is prime, either 
U — (0) or [w, z]a = 0 for all w,z e U and a e F. Since U j^ {0),U is commutative 
and hence M is commutative by Lemma 3.4.2. If U2 = U, then UTd{z) = (0) for all 
z e U. This implies that either U — {Q) ox d — Q and hence in both the cases we 
arrive at contradictions. 
(?i) If (i = 0, then using similar techniques as used in the beginning of the proof of 
(i), we find that M is commutative. 
Now assume that d ^ Q. Since d{x'^y) - yyx 6 Z{M) for all x, y G t/, r e M and 
7 G F, we have [d{xjy) - yjx,r]a = 0 for all x,y G ^ , r G M and 0 ,7 G F. After 
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simplification, we get 
[d(j;)72/ + x^;d{y), r],^ — [uix, r]a for all x.y E U,r E M 
Replacing y iiy tjfJr for all r G AL3 G F in (3.4.7) and using (3.4.7), we get 
[inx,T]a0r + \xTg/3d{r),r]a = [yPrjx,r], (3A.S) 
Again, replacing y by xdy for all x e U,6 E T in (3.4.8) and using (3.4.8), we get 
j;d[y/ir7X, r|,j -^ j,r,'rj^c^j/Tx/jir + [x,r]adx'yyPd{r) = X(5[y/3r7x, r]„ + [x,r]a6yl3ryx 
After snnplifying, we get 
[•'•. rJaf^ yTl'T ,^ ]^/? + [-^^ r]Jxjyfid{r) = 0. (3.4.9) 
Replacing r by /• + :r in (3.4.9) and using (3.4.9), we get 
1.7.: 7- ,6x^iylid{x) = 0 for all x, y 6 [/, r G i\f and a, ;S, 7, ^ 6 T. 
Since M is i:)riinc, we get [./;, r]a6x — 0 for all x G f/, r G M and ci, (5 G F or [/Fc/(i:) = 
(0) for all X G ('. If [.r,r]„rt.T = 0, then [x,r^ri]aSx = 0. Therefore, [x,r]aT'i^^- = 0-
By prinieness of A/, either .r = 0 or [x,r]« = 0. But x = 0 also gives [x,r]a = 0. 
Hence, there remain only two cases namely either [x,r]Q = 0 or Urd{x) — (0). Take 
Ui = {x G U\[x.rU = 0 for all r G M . a G F} and U2 = {x e U\UTd{x) = (0)}. But 
these are two additive subgroups of U whose union is U. Therefore, either Ui — U or 
IJ.^ ^ ;_/. If ;/, = II then V C Z{M). Therefore, M is commutative by Lemma 3.4.1. 
If V2 — U^ then either [/ — (0) or (i = 0 and we find contradictions in both the cases. 
[iii) If d = 0, then xyy G Z{M) for all x,y G U. Therefore, x'^y G Z{M) and as 
above, M is conunutative. Now suppose that d 7^  0. If we replace y by yar, then for 
all x, y G U, r G A/ and a, 7 G F, we find that {d{x)jd{y) — x'^y)ar + d{x)^yad{r) G 
Z{M). Th(;refore. 
[(ri(;r)7(i(;y) - xjy)ar + d{xy/yad{r), r]^ = 0. 
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Using the given condition, we arrive at 
[d{x)^yad{r),r]0 = 0. (3.4.10) 
Replacing y by d{z)5y in (3.4.10), we get 
[d(x),r]p^d(z)Syad(r) = 0 for all x,y,z e U,r e M and a,l3,6,j E F. 
Since M is prime, either Urd{r) = (0) or [d{x),r]/3-/d{z) = 0. Take Mi = {r 6 
M\UTd{r) = (0)} and M2 = {r E M\[dix),r]p'yd{z) = 0 for all x,z E U and P,-f E 
r } . But Ml and M2 are two additive subgroups of M whose union is M. Therefore, 
either Mi = M or M2 = M. If Mj = M, then C7rd(r) = (0). Since U ^ (0) and 
M is prime, we find that d — 0, a contradiction. Hence assume that M2 = M. This 
yields that [d{x),r]i:j'yd{z) = 0 for all r € M. Hence, [d{x),rari]/j'yd{z) = 0. This 
imphes that [d{x),r]fiari'yd{z) = 0. By primeness of M, either [d{x),r]/^ = 0 for all 
X E U,r E M and (3 E r or ri?(2;) = 0 for all z E U. But d(z) = 0 gives that d = 0, 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, [d{x),r]0 = 0. In particular, [d{x),x]i3 = 0 for all 
X EU and /? G P. Therefore, by Theorem 3.4.1, M is commutative. 
Corollary ZAA. Let M be a prime V-ring and U be a nonzero ideal of M. If d is a 
derivation on M satisfying d{x'jy) + xjy E Z{M) for all x,y E Uand 7 e F, then M 
is commutative. 
Proof. d{x'yy)+X'jy E Z{M) implies that -d{xjy)-x^y E Z{M), that is, {-d){x^y)-
xjy E Z{M). Since -d is also a derivation on M, hence by Theorem 3.4.4(i),M is 
commutative. 
Corollary 3.4.5. Let M be a prime F-ring and U be a nonzero ideal of M. If d is a 
derivation on M satisfying d{x^y) + y^x E Z{M) for all x,y E U and 7 G F, then 
M is commutative. 
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Chapter 4 
Higher Derivation On F-Rings 
4.1 Introduction 
An additive mapping T : R —)• R on a ring R is said to be a left (resp. right) centralizer 
if T{xy) = T{x)y (resp. T{xy) = xT{y)) holds for all x,y e R.UT is both left as 
well as right centralizer, then T is said to be a centralizer on the ring R. An additive 
mapping T : R ^ Ria said to be a Jordan centralizer \fT{xoy) = T{x)oy = xoT{y) 
holds for all x.y G R. It is easy to see that every centralizer on a ring is a Jordan 
centralizer, l)ut the converse need not be true in general. The converse was explored by 
Zalar [76], who proved that on a 2-torsion free semiprime ring every Jordan centralizer 
is a centralizer. Motivated by this study, Hoque and Paul [43] introduced the concept 
of centralizer in the semiprime F-ring and subsequently this concept was further 
extended IJV Salih and Hammad [68] as a Jordan higher centralizer on F-ring. Section 
4.2 is devoted to the study of centralizers and its various generalizations in the setting 
of F-rings. In th<' (;nd of this section some results based on Jordan higher /T-centralizer 
on a F-rings have been given. 
Let II he a Lie ideal of R. An additive map d : R -i^ R is said to be a (U, R)-
derivation if (l{vr + su) = d{u)r + ud{r) + d{s)u + sd{u) for all u 6 f/ and r, s e R. 
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In the view of concept of (U, 7?)-derivation of an ordinary ring developed by Faraj, 
Haetinger and Majeed [30], Rahman and Paul [66] introduced the concept of gener-
ahzed {U, M)-derivation and generalized higher ([/, M)-derivation of F-rings. Various 
results concerning these notions have been presented in Section 4.3. 
4.2 Jordan higher /C-centralizer on F-rings 
In the year 1981, Zalar [76] introduced the concept of centrahzer in rings. Let R be an 
associative ring. A left (resp. right) centrahzer of R is an additive mapping T : R-^ R 
which satisfies T(xy) = T{x)y (resp. T{xy) = xT{y)). A Jordan centrahzer to be an 
additive mapping T which satisfies T{x o y) = T{x) o y — x o T{y). Since product 'o' 
is commutative there is no difference between left and right Jordan centrahzer and 
obtained that every Jordan centrahzer of 2-torsion free semiprime ring is a centrahzer. 
Hoque and Paul [43] extended the above results in the setting of 2-torsion free 
semiprime F-ring satisfying xay^z = xPyaz for all x,y,z E M and Q;,/3 G F and 
proved that every Jordan centrahzer is a centrahzer. Further, motivated by the 
concept of higher derivation in ring, Salih and Hammad [68] introduced the concept 
of higher centrahzer, Jordan higher centrahzer and Jordan triple higher centrahzer as 
follows: 
Definition 4.2.1. Let M be a F-ring and T = {iJjeN be a family of additive map-
pings of M such that to — idj^ • Then T is said to be a 
n 
{i) higher centrahzer of M if tn{xay + y/3x) — J2U{x)Q.y + yfiti{x) for all x,y E 
M,a,/3 e F and n e N, 
n 
(a) Jordan higher centrahzer of M if tn{xax + xax) = Yl U{x)oiX + xati(x) for all 
i = l 
X e M,a eT and n G N. 
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Remark 4.2.1. Every higher centrahzer of F-ring M is a Jordan higher centraUzer 
of A/ but the converse is not true in general. 
Example 4 .2 .1 . Define M = {{x,x) \ x E R} and F = {{x,a) \ a e Z}. Let the 
operations of addition and multiphcation on A4 be defined by 
( ; r i ,Xi ) + (X2,X2) = (Xi + X 2 , X i + X 2 ) 
{xy,xi){a,a){xi,xi) = (xiQXi, Xjaxi) 
for every x\.X2 6 M and a e T. Then M is F-ring. Let T = {ii}igN be a family of 
additive rnapi^ings of M into itself define T{x,x) — {tn{xi),tn{x\)) and i„ is higher 
centrahzer in ring and commuting mapping. Hence, T is a Jordan higher centralizer 
which is not higher centralizer. 
Definition 4.2.2. Let M bo a F-ring and T = {li)ien be a family of additive map-
pings of M such that /-o = /X/A/- Then T is said to be Jordan triple higher centrahzer 
n 
of M if tn{x(:\yl3x) = ^ ti{x)ay/3x for ah x,y e M,a, /? € F and n G N. 
Remark 4.2.2. Every higher centralizer of F-ring M is a Jordan triple higher cen-
tralizer of Af. 
Definition 4.2.3. Let M be a F-ring and T — {Uji^n be a Jordan higher centrahzer. 
Then for all ,r,y G M , a G F and n G N, we define Xn{x,y)a : M x T x M -^ M by 
K{'-r,y)a = Inixay) - Y^xat,{y). 
Remark 4.2.3. If „^ is higher centralizer if and only if A„(a;,y)„ = 0. 
Theorem 4.2.1. ([68], Theorem 3.1) Let M he a T-ring and T = {iJigN be a Jordan 
higher centralizer rnappmy of M. Then \n{^,y)ali[x,y\a = 0 for every x,y e M and 
a,P er such that x, y e Z{M). 
Corollary 4.2.1. Every Jordan liigher centralizer of completely prime T-ring M 'is 
a higher centralizer of M into M. 
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Corollary 4.2.2. Every Jordan higher centralizer of a 2-torsion free Y-ring M such 
that xayf3x = xjSyax for all x, y € M, a, /3 G F and n € N, is a Jordan triple higher 
centralizer of M. 
Inspired by this study, Salih, Kamal and Hammad [67] introduced the notion of above 
results for Jordan higher A'-centraHzers on F-rings. 
Definition 4.2.4. Let M be a F-ring and T = {ii}ieN be a family of additive map-
pings of M such that to = LdM and K = {kiji^n be a family of automorphisms of M. 
Then T is said to be a 
(?) left (resp. right) higher i^-centrahzer if 
Tnixay) = ^ ti(x)akj(y){lesp. Tnixay) = ^ ki(x)atj{y)} 
i+j=n i-\-j=n 
for all X, y e M and a G F, 
{ii) Jordan left (resp. right) higher A'-centralizer if 
Tn{xax) = 2 . ti{x)Qkj{x)[]:esp. Tn{xax) — 2__. ki{x)atj{x)^ 
i+j=n i+j=n 
for all X E M and a 6 F, 
(Hi) Jordan higher A'-centralizer if 
Tn{xay + yax) = ^ ti{x)akj{y) + kj{y)ati{x) 
for all x,y & M and Q 6 F. 
Theorem 4.2.2. ([67], Theorem 3.10) Let M be semiprime a T-ring satisfying the 
assumption xayfiz = xPyaz for all x,y,z e M,a,P eT. IfTn'.M-^M is a Jordan 
left higher K-centralizer, then Tn is left higher K-centralizer. 
For developing the proof of above theorem, we begin with following lemma. The 
proofs of these lemmas can be seen in [43]. 
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Lemma 4.2.1. Let M be semiprime T-ring. If a,b & M and a,/? € F are such that 
aaxpb = 0 for all x G M, then aab — baa — 0. 
Lemima 4.2.2. Let M be a senupnme F-nng and A : M x M —>• M an addi-
t/ive mapping. If A{x,y)aw(3{x,y) — 0 for all x,y,w 6 M and a, [3 € F, the-n, 
A{x, y)aw0iu, v) — 0 for all x, y, u, v 6 M and a, /3 6 F. 
Lemma 4.2.3. Let M be a semiprime T-ring satisfying the assumption xayftz = 
x0yaz for all x.ij.z G M and a,/3 G F. If a E M is a fi,xed elem,ent such that 
n:n[x,y]fl ~ 0 for all x.y e M and a,/? G F, then there exists an ideal U of M such 
that a e U CZ{M) holds. 
Lemma 4.2.4. Let M be a semiprime T-ring satisfying the assumption xaypz ~ 
xByaz for all x,y,z € M and a,P e T, d be a derivation of M and a G M, some 
fixed element, llien 
(i) d{x)ad{y) = 0 for all x. y G A/, a G F implies d = 0, 
lyii) aax ~ x(\.a G Z{M) for all x G M, a G F implies a G Z{M). 
Lemma 4.2.5. Let M be a semiprime T-ring satisfying the assumption xaypz = 
xpyaz for all x.y.z G A/ and a./3 E T. If a,b E M are two fixed elements and if 
aax — xab for all x G M and a G F, then a = b E Z{M). 
Lemma 4.2.6. ([67],Lemma 3.9) Let M be a semiprime T-ring satisfying the as-
sumption xayBz = xByaz for all x,y,z E M and a,/3 E T. If Tn : M ^ M be a 
Jordan left higher K-centralizer, then 
(i) Tn{xay + yax) =^ J2 ti{x)akj{y) + kj{y)ati{x). 
i+j=n 
{vi) Tn{xay(h: + x3ya.v) = Y. ti(x)akj{y)l3ks{x) + ti{x)fikj{y)aks{x). 
i+j+s=n 
(lit) If M is a 2-torston free T-ring satisfying the above assumption, then 
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(a) Tn{xay(3x) = Yl ti{x)akj{y)pk,{x). 
i+j+s=n 
[b) Tn{xayl3z +zl3yax)= YJ U{x)akj{y)l3ks{z)+ ti{z)(5kj{y)aks{x). 
i+j+s=n 
Proof, (i) Since T„ is a Jordan left higher /C-centrahzer 
Tn{xax) = y . ti{x)akj{x). 
i+j=n 
Replacing x by a; + y, we get 
Tn{xay + yax)= ^ ti{x)akj{y) + kj{y)ati{x) (4.2.1) 
i+j=n. 
for all x,y e M and a G F. 
(n) Replacing y by xay + yax and a by /3 in (4.2.1), we get 
Tn{x(3{xay + yax) + (xay + yax)Px) 
= ^ ii{x)l3kj{xay + yax) + ti{xay + yax)l3kj{x). 
i+j=n 
The last relation with (4.2.1) implies 
Tn{xPxay + y ax fix) + Tn{xayi3x + xfyax) 
= Y. ti{x)l3kj{x)aks{y) + ti{x)Pkj{y)aks{x) 
i+j+s=n 
+ti{x)akj{y)f3ks{x) + U{y)akj{x)/3ks{x). 
Again, using (4.2.1) the above yields that 
TnixayPx + x^yax) ^ Y^ ti{x)akj{y)l3k,{x)+ ti{x)l3kj{y)ak,{x). (4.2.2) 
i+j+s=n 
(Hi) Using the assumption xnyf^z = xPyaz and 2-torsion freeness of M from (4.2.2), 
we get 
Tn{xayPx)= ^ ti[x)akj{y)Pks{x). (4.2.3) 
i+j+s=n 
Replacing x by x- + z in (4.2.3), we get 
T„((x + z)ay/3(x + 2)) = Yl U{x + z)akj{y)Ph{x + z). 
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Using the assuin])tion xmjBz = xf3yaz, we get 
7 ; (xo i/fiz + zfiyax) = Yl ^^ {x)akj {y)/3k, (z) + ti iz)/3kj {y)ak, {x). 
i+j-\-s—n 
Now we are well eciuipped to prove Theorem 4.2.2. 
Proof of Th.eorern J^.2.2. Using Lemma 4.2.6(zM')(a), we get 
Tn{xayl'iz-;'y(\x + yaxfiz^xay) 
^ Y, tAx)akj{y)/3k4z)-rkt{y)akrix) + ii{y)akj{x)Pk,,{z)^kt{x)akr[y)^ 
(42,4) 
Moreover, Using Lemma. 4.2.6(iii){b), we get 
Tn(xay3z^<yax + yax/3z^xay) 
= Yl t,{xay)6k,,{z)-fkt{y)akr{x) + ti{yax)l3ks{z)"fkt{x)akr{y). 
i+s+l + r=ii 
Subtracting (4.2.4) from (4.2.5), we get 
Y [tifxay) - U{x)akj{y)j/3ks{z)^kt{y)akr{x) 
(4.2.5) 
+ Y iUiyax)-U{y)(xkj{x)\j3k,{z)^kt{x)akr{y) = 0. 
This implies that 
H{x,y)P Y. Uzhh(:y)akr{x) + H{y,x)l3 ^ ks{z)-fkt{x)akr{y) = Q {A.23) 
where 
Ii{x,y) ^Y^t^{xay) - J ^ ti{x)akj{y). 
i=n i+j=n 
This along with (4.2.1) gives II(x,y) — ~II{y,x). Using the last relation and (4.2.6), 
we get 
H{x.y)l3k,{z)-f[kt{x),kr{y)]a = 0. 
Replacing x Ijy /,:,"'(.T), y by k^^{y) and z by k^^{z) in the last relation, we get 
H{ki\x),k;\y))Pzj[x,yl = 0. 
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Using Lemma 4.2.2, we get 
H{k;'ix),k;\y))^zj[u,v]^^0. 
Replacing x by kt{x) and y by kr{y), we get 
//(.r, y)f^zj[u, w]„ = 0. 
Using Lemma 4.2.1,we get 
n{x,y)f-i{u,i,]^ = 0. 
Now, fix X, y e M and denote H{x, y) by H. Using Lemma 4.2.3, we get the existence 
of an ideal U such that H C U C Z{M). In particular, baH,Hab E Z{M) for all 
be M, then 
xa{HpH^y) = {Hl3H-fy)ax = {yjHPH)ax = yj{HPHax) = {H/3Hax)jy. 
This imphes that 
4Tn{xa{H^H^y)) = ATn{yi{HpHax)). 
This yields that 
2TnixaHpHjy + xaHpH^y) = 2Tn{yjHpHax + yjHpHax) 
= 2Tn{xaHPHjy + H^H-fyax) = 2TniyjHPHax + H^Haxyj) = 0. 
Using (4.2.1), we get 
2 E U{x)akj{H)PK{Hhkt{y) + 2 ^ U{HpH^y)akjix) 
i+j+s+t=n i+j=n 
= 2 Z k{yhkj(II)pkM-I}akt(y) + 2 Z k{lWHax)^k^{y). 
This implies that 
2 E ti{x)akj{H)Pk,{Hhkt{y)+ E t.iHPHjy + y^H/3H)akj{x) 
i+j+s+t=n i+j=n 
= 2 X: ti{y)^k,{H)/3h{H)ah{y)+ Yl U{HpHax + xaHPH)-fkj{y). 
i+j+s+t=n i+j=n 
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The last relation along with (4.2.1) gives 
2 E td:nnk,{H)8kAHhh{y)+ Z { E U{H)0kAHhkt{y)i 
+ E tr{yhk,{H)l3h{H)ak,{x)) 
r+s+l=l ' 
= 2 E tXy)lk,{U)dkAii)oikt[^) ^ E ( E triH)/3K{H)akt{xhk,{y) 
i+j+s+t=n i+j=n ^r+s+t=i 
+ E tAx)akAH)Pkt{H)jkjiy)). 
r-!-s+t=i ' 
So, we have 
2 E /,:(>-)n'A j^(^ 0/^ A'^ .(^ 07fc.(y) + E U{U)pkAn)^k,{y)akAT) 
+ E tMlks{H)Ph{H)ak,{x) 
r+s+t+j=n 
^ 2 E t,,{yhkj{H)Pks{H)akt{x)+ E tr{H)PK{H)ah{x)^k,{y) 
i+j+s+t = n T+s+t+j=n 
E tr{x)aK{H)Pkt{HYikj{y). 
r+s+t+j—n 
This implies that 
E h{x)akj{H)[ih{HyMy) + E U{H)f3kAHhk{y)ak,{x) 
i+j+s+t—n r+s+t+j=n 
= E Iduy/kAJn/ikArfyM^r) + E tr{n)PK{H)ah{x)^k,{ii). 
i+j+s+l = ii r+s+t+j=n 
Replacing // by k~A{H) where w = j , i or s, we get 
E L,u-yyiiinhkM+ E iriK-'UWihktivhkjix) 
i+t=7t r+t+j=n 
= E /:,(,7)7^ /^'^ ^^«^ t^(-^)+ E tr{k-\H))PHah{x)^ki[y). 
i + t = n r+t+j=n 
Since f/ C U C Z{M) and xay/3z — xfiyaz for all x,y,z E M and a,/3 G F, we find 
that 
H-jkt(y)akj{x) = kj{x)a{H'ykt{y)) = {kj{x)aH)-fkt{y) = Hakj{x)jkt{y). 
Using this in the last relation, we get 
J2 k{x)okAy)-fFfpH= J2 U{y)lHpHakt{x). (4.2.7) 
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Since H CU C Z{M), we have 
xay-fHpH - xa{yjH)PH = {xay)^{HpH) = {Hax)^{Hpy). 
Therefore, 
4T^{{xay)j{Hl3H)), = ATn{{Hax)-fiHPy)). 
This implies that 
2Tn{xay-rHPH + HpH-fxay) = 2Tn{Hax^H^y + H/3y-fHax). 
Using (4.2.1), we get 
2 Y: U{xay)jkj{H)Pk,{H) + 2 ^ U{H) pkj{H)^K{x)ah{y) 
i+j+s=n i+j+s+t=n 
= 2 E U{Haxhkj{H)f3k,{y) + 2 Z U{H^y)jkj{H)ak,{x). 
i+j+s=n i+j+s=n 
This imphes that 
2 ^ i,(xay)7%(//)/3A;,(//) + 2 E k{H)Pk,iH)^k,{x)ak{y) 
i+j+s=n i+j+s+t~n 
= 2 ti{Hax + xaH)^kj{H)f3ks{y)+ E U{HPy-hyPH)^k^{H)aK{x). 
i+j+s=n i+j+s=n 
This further reduces to 
2 E i,(:ray)7%(i/)/3A:,(//) + 2 ^ t,iH)/3kj{H)jk,ix)akt{y) 
i+j+s=n i+j+s+t=n 
= E Lr{II)akt{x)jkj(H)^kM + tr{x)aktiHhkjiH)Pk,{y) 
r+t+j+s=n 
+ Y: tr{H)fikt{y)-ik,{H)ak,{x) + tr{y)pkt{H)^k^{H)ah{x). 
r+t+j+s=n 
Replacing H by k:^^{H) where w; = j , i or s, we get 
2 E ti{xay)jHf5H + 2 Y. U{kr\H))PH^h{x)ah{y) 
i+j+s=n i+s+t=n 
- E tr{k;\H))ah{x)^HPK{y)+ E K{x)aH^HPK{y) 
r+t+s=n r+s—n 
r+t+s=n r+s=n 
Since H C U C Z\M) and xayBz = xByaz for all x,y,z e M and a, /? e T, 
2j2k(xayhIIp}I =^ J2 tr{x)akMltWH + J ] Uiy^Hf5HaK{x). 
i—n r+s=n r+s=n 
The latter relation with (4.2.7) gives 
^l,{xay)-fHBH ^ J ^ tr{x)aks{y)jH^H. 
i — ti r+s=n 
That is, H-fHtill ^ 0, Using Lennna 4.2.1 in the last relation, we get HI3H = 0. 
Now HPMall - {HltiH)aM = 0. Thus, 7^  = 0, that is, 
Tnixay) = J ^ ti{x}akj{y). 
Lemma 4.2.7. (107], Lemma 3.11) Let M he a semiprime T-rings satisfying xayfiz — 
xjtiyaz for all x,;/, z e M and a, (3 e F. For some fixed element m E M, if Tn{x) = 
•II 
^niaA;,(x) 4- k,{x)ariL is a Jordan higher K-centralizer, then m E Z{M). 
i=l 
Proof. By hypothesis, 
n 
r„{x) = ^ makiix) + ki{x)otm. (4.2.8) 
Since T,j is Jordan higher K'-centralizer, 
T„(.7;/3y + y/3x) - J ] i»(x)/3%(y) + /cj(y)/3t,(x). (4.2.9) 
Using (4.2.8) in (4.2.9), we get 
^ rnak,{xf3y + ytix) + ki{xf3y + y/3x)am. 
1=1 
= J2 {nu\:ki(x} + ki{x)mu)jtikj{y) + kj{y)jti{maki{x) + ki{x)am). 
This implies that 
YJ riiaki{:r)tikj{y) + rnak,{y)f3kj{x) + ki{x)pkj{y)am + ki{y)pkj{x)am 
i+j=n 
= Y^ (nuik^ix) + k,{x)am)l3kj{y) + kj{y)l3{maki{x) + ki{x)am). 
i+j=n 
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Using the assumption xayfiz = x^yaz for all x,y,z E M and a, /? € F, we get 
X] {maki{y)/3kj{x) - kj{y)amPkj{x)) - ^ ki{x)fimakj{y) - ki{x)Pkj{y)am 
i+j=n i+j=n 
= J2 {rnaki{y) - ki{y)am)Pkj{x) - J2 ki{x)P(makj{y) - kj{y)am) = 0. 
i+j=n i+j=n 
This implies that 
n 
^ m a f c j ( y ) - kj{y)am € Z(M). 
i=i 
By Lemma 4.2.4, we get m E Z{M). 
Lemma 4.2.8. ([67], Lemma 3.12) Let M be a semiprime T-rings satisfying xay^z = 
x/3yaz for all x,y,z E M and a,/9 € P. Then every Jordan higher K-centralizer of 
M maps Z{M) into Z{M). 
Proof. Let m E Z{M). Then 
2Tn{rnax) = Tni'imyx + xarn) = ^ ti{m)akj{x) + kj{x)ati(m). (4.2.10) 
i+j=n 
Let Sn{x) — 2Tn(max). Then 
Sn{xPy + yPx) = 2Tn{ma{xPy + y/3x)) = 2Tn{maxPy + mayPx). 
Since m 6 Z{M) and xayfiz — xfhjaz, we have 
J ^ 2ti{xam)^kj{y) + 2kj{y)/3ti{xmn) = Y^ Si{x)/3kj{y) + kj{x)(3Si(x). 
i+j=n i+j=n 
Hence Sn is a Jordan higher K-centraHzer. By (4.2.10) and Lemma 4.2.7, we have 
r„(m) G Z{M). 
Theorem 4.2.3. ([67], Theorem 3.13) Let M he a 2-torsion free semiprime T-rings 
satisfying xay(3z = xPyaz for all x,y,z E M and a,P ET. Then every Jordan higher 
K-centralizer is a higher K-centralizer. 
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Proof. Su])p<).se tliat T,,, is a Jordan higher A'-centralizer. Then 
T„{xay + ya-'c) = Y. ti{x)akj{y) + ki{y)atj{x) 
i+j~n 
= E ki{x)atj{y) + ti{y)akj{x). 
i+j=n 
Replacing y by x3y -+- yl3x. we get 
Y, t,{x)akj{x(3y + y^x) + ki{xpy + yPx)atj{x) 
^ E tii^-'^y + ypx)akjix) + ki{x)aij{xl3y + yl3x) 
= E tr[x}Pks{y)akj{x) + kr{y)/3ts{x)akj{x) 
+ kj{x)atr{x)Pk'<{y) + kj{x)aks{y)l3tr{x). 
This yields that 
^ t,{x)(xkt{x)f3ku{]j) + ti{x)akt{y)f3ku{x) 
i + t -\-u—n 
+ k,{x)fik,,{y)af4x) + kt{y)pk^{x)ati{x) 
= ^ tr{x)Pk,{y)akj{x) + kr{y)l3tsix)akj{x) 
+ kj{x)atr{x)Pks{y) + kj{x)aks{y)Ptr{x) 
Using assumption xaypz = xPyaz, we get 
E /.:(.r)«A ,^(.x)/?A:„(y) + A;((y)/5A;„(.x)aii(.x) 
= E ks{tj)Ptr{x)akj{x) + kj{x)atr{x)/3ks{y), 
rT-.s-f-,; = ii 
But we have [7.,(x), A;,(.r)]Q,/3A,-«(y) = A;u(y)/5[ii(a:), A;t(a:)]£,. This implies [ti{x),kt{x)]a € 
Z{M). Now we prove that [ij(x), fct(x)]„ = 0. Let m G Z(M), by Lemma 4.2.8 
T„(m) ^Z{M). Thus. 
2Tn{max) — T„{max+x(rrn) — \ ^ ti{m.)akj{x)+kj{x)ati{m) = 2 N^ ti{x)akj{m 
i+j=n i+j=n 
which implies that 
T„{rn.ax) = 2^ k{x)akj{m) = Y^ ti{m)akj{x). (4.2.11 
t+j=n i+j—n 
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Using (4.2.11), we get [ti{x),kt{x)]a/3kuim) = 0. Since [ti{x), kt{x)]a is itself central 
element, then [ti{x),kt{x)]a = 0. Further, 
2Tn(xax) = Tnixax + xax) = ^ ti{x)akj{x) + kj{x)ati(x). 
i+j~n 
That is, 
Tn{xax) = 2_\ kj{x)ati[x). 
i+j=n 
Hence, T„ is Jordan left higher /<"-centralizer. By Theorem 4.2.2, T„ is left higher K-
centralizer. Similarly, we can prove that T„ is right higher K-centralizer. Therefore, 
T„ is higher K'-centralizer. 
4.3 Generalized higher ([/, M)-derivation in prime 
F-rings 
In the year 2010, Faraj, Haetinger and Majeed [30] introduced (t/,/?)-derivations in 
rings. Let U be a Lie ideal of R, an additive map d : R ^ R is said to be a (f/, /?,)-
derivation on R if d{ur + su) — d{u)r + ud{r) + d{s)u + sd{u) for all u G t/ and 
r,s e R. Let /? be a prime ring of characteristic different from 2. If i7 is a square 
closed Lie ideal of R and d is a {U, H)-derivation on R, then d{ur) = d{u)r + ud{r) 
for all u e U,r e R. In the view of the concept of ([/, i?)-derivation of an arbitrary 
ring, Rahman and Paul [65] introduced the concept of [U, M)-derivation on F-ring as 
follows: 
Definition 4 .3 .1 . Let M be a F-ring and U be & Lie ideal of M. An additive mapping 
d : M —>• M is said to be a {U, M)-derivation on M if 
d{uam + sau) — d(u)am + uad(rn) + d{s)au -\- sad(u) 
for all u 6 U, rn, s E M and a 6 F. 
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Definition 4.3.2. Let M be a r-ring and f/ be a Lie ideal of M. An additive mapping 
/ : M -> M IS said be to be generalized {U, M)-derivation on M if there exists a 
([/, A/)-derivati()n d on M such that 
f{vani + sau) = f{u)am + uad{m) + f{s)au + sad{u) 
for all u e f/. r;;. ,'• € A/ and a € F. 
Example 4 .3 .1 . Let R be an associative ring with 1 and U a Lie ideal of R. Lei 
M = MiaiR) and 
r = 
Then A/ is a F-ring. 
If A^  = {(.;•, .r) I ./• G /?} C A/ and Ui = {(u,w) | li G f/}, then A^  is a sub-F-ring 
of M and IJi is a Lie ideal of A^ If / : /? ~> /? is a generalized ([/, i?)-derivation on 
R, then therc^ exists a {U. /?)-derivation d : R ^ R on R such that 
f{aa.x + .sau) — f{u)ax + uad{x) + f{s)au + sa(i(u). 
If we define a mapping D : VV -> A^  by D((x,x)) = ((i(x), d(x)), then we have 
("'] 
\ " / > 
D<^(».7/0 (.'•..'•) + ( y , y ) I I (•" .«) 
0 / I 0 
D((unx, unx) + (yn?/, ynu)) 
D{{unx + ynu, unx + ynuj) 
{d{unx + ynu), d{unx + ynu)) 
After calculation, we have 
D{u[ax[ -f .yiaui) = D{ui)axi + UiaD{xi) + D(yi)aui + yiaD(ui), 
( 
where U\ — («.;;),« 
derivation on A\ 
0 
, xi = (x,x),yi = (y,y)- Hence Z) is a {Ui,N 
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Let F : TV -^ A^  be an additive mapping defined by F({x, x)) = (f{x), f(x)). Then 
/ \ 
n 
6 r , x i = {x,x),yi = {y,y) € N, we have 
considering ui = {u,u) e Ui,a 
0 VV 
F(uiaxi + yiaui) = F(unx + ynu,unx + ynu) 
= {/(unx + ynu), f{unx + ymi)) 
= {f(u)nx + und{x) + f{y)nu + ynd{u), f{u)nx + und{x) 
+J{ij)nu + ynd{u)) 
\ 
= ifiu)J{u)) n 
0 
ix,x) + ifiy)Jiy)) 
-(u,u) 
/„^ / 
v;/ 
idix),d{x)) + iy,y) 
= niu,u)) n 
( \ 
{u,u) 
{d{u),d{u)) 
(x,x) + {u,u) 
\ 
n 
DHz.x)) 
VI 
n \ i n 
+F((y,y)) I \(u,u) + {y,y) 
0 1 0 
D{{u,u)) 
J 
= F{ui)a.xi + •u,i«D(.Ti) + F{yi)aui + yiaD{ui). 
Hence F is generahzed {Ui, A'^)-derivation on A''. 
Theorem 4.3.1. ([65j, Theorem 2.13) Let M be a 2-torsion free prime F-ring sat-
isfying aahl3c = aPhac for all a,h,c 6 M and a,f3 ^ T, U be an admissible Lie 
ideal of M and f be a generalized {U, Af)-derivation on M, then xpaiu,v) — 0 where 
ipa{u, v) — f{uav) — f{u)av — uad{v) for all u,v E U and a ET. 
In the very recent paper, Rehman and Paul [66] extended the above results for gen-
eralized higher {U, M)-derivation as follows: 
Definition 4.3.3. Let M be a F-ring and U he a Lie ideal of M and D — {cfJieNo 
be a family of additive mappings on M into itself such that do = idM, where idM is 
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an identity mapping on M. Then D is said to be higher {U, M)-derivation on M if for 
each 11 € N, d„{u<yni + sau) =^  ^ di{u)adj{m) + di{s)adj{u) for ah u, E U, m, s G .1/ 
i+i-n 
and Q', /:^  € r . 
Definition 4.3.4. Let M be a F-ring and [/ be a Lie ideal of M and F = {fi}iefk; ^^^ 
a family of additive mai:)pings on M into itself such that /o = id^, where idM is an 
identity mapi)ing on A/. Then F is said to be generalized higher ([/, M)-derivation on 
A/ if there exists an higher (f/, A//)-derivation Z) = {di}i^fi on M such that for each 
71 6 N, fn{uam + .scm) = X^ fi{u)adj{m) + fi{s)adj{u) for all u, G [/, rn, s e A/ and 
a,/3er. 
Example 4.3.2. Let A' and f/i are as in Example 4.3T. If /„ : /? -> Risa generalized 
higher {U, /f)-dcrivation. Then there exists a higher (f/i, i?)-derivation dn : R -^ R 
such that 
fni'uax + yau) = ^ fi{u)adj{x) + fi{y)adj{u). 
i+j=n 
If we define a majiping D„ : A^  -> iV by £)„((x,x)) = {dn{x), dn{x)), then D„ is a 
higher (f/i, A')-derivation on N. 
Let Fn • A^  —> N be the additive mapping defined by F„((x,x)) = {f7i{x),fn{x)). 
Then by the similar calculation as in Example 4.3T, we can show that F„ is a gener-
alized higher (f/i, A')-derivation on N. 
Definition 4.3.5. Let M bo a 2-torsion free F-ring satisfying the condition aahfic = 
nfihnc for all (i.b e M,n G F and U be a Lie ideal of M. Let F = {}i]im '^ 6 a 
generalized higher ([/, Af )-derivation on Af. For every fixed n G N, we define 
<l'n{ii,''n) ^ fn{uam) - ^ fi{u)adj{m) 
i+j=n 
for all u G (A n^ G A/, Q G F . Also, let D = {dJigN be a higher ([/, A'/)-derivation on 
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M. For every fixed n G N, we define 
0^(u, m) = dn{uam) — Y J di{u)adj{m) 
i+j=n 
for all u € U, m G M and a G T. 
Remark 4.3.1. ilj^{u,m) = 0 for all u G U,m e M,a G F and n G N if and only 
if f„{uam) — Yl fi{u)adj{m) for all u G /7,m G M , a G F and n G N. Also, 
i+j=n 
(t>"{u,m) = 0 for all -u G U,m E M,a e T and n G N. if and only if dn{uam) = 
J2 di{u)adj{m) for all « G (7, m G M , a G F and n G N. 
Remark 4.3.2. Let M be a 2-torsion free F-ring satisfying the condition aahpc = 
al3hac for all a,h,c G M,a,P G F and [/ be a Lie ideal of M. Then il)^{u,m) + 
Tpnim, u) = 0 and 4>^{u, m) + (j>^{m, u) = 0 for every u eU,m e M,a EF and ra G N. 
Also, Rehman and Paul [66] extended the concept of generalized (f/, M)-derivation 
to generalized higher (U, i\/)-derivation as follows: 
Theorem 4.3.2. ([66], Theorem 3) Let M he a 2-torsion free prime T-ring satisfying 
aabf5c = a^bac for all a,b,c e M and a,P E T, U be an admissible Lie ideal of M 
and F = {/i}ieN be a generalized higher {U,M)-derivation on M. Then fn{uam) = 
Y, fi{u)ad.j{m) for all u E U.m E M,a ET and n G N. 
i+j='n 
For developing the proof of the above theorem we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.3.1. ([66j, Lemma 5) Let M he a 2-torsion free T-ring satisfying aahfic = 
alibac for all a,b,cE M, a,(i ET,U he an admissible Lie ideal of M and F = {fi}i^n 
he a generalized higher {U, M)-derivation on M. Then 
f„{uam/3u) = ^ fi{u)adj{m)/3dk{u) 
for all u E U, in G A /, « G F and n E N. 
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Proof. Let x = (;,ft((2(i)/:Jni + mj3{2u)) + {{2u)/3m + ml3{2u))au. Replacing m and s 
by (2u)l3m + n;9(2'u) and {2u)am + via{2u) respectively in 
fn{uani + scm) = Y J fi{u)adj{m) + fi{s)adj{u) 
i+j=n 
and using th<> condition aahfic = a^bac, we have 
+ 2 E E {fp{u)6d,{m) + fp{m)Pd,iu))ad,{u). 
i+j = n p+q=i 
This yields tliat 
/,(:r) =- 2 E ./•.(M)a(dKti)M(m) + / i ( i i ) M ( m ) M ( « ) ) 
+ E {fp{u)pdg{jn)adj{u) +fp{m)/3dg{u)adj{u)). 
On the other hand, by the definition of higher (f/, M)-derivation and using the con-
dition aabfic = Ufiboc, we have 
./?).(•'•) — 2 J„{{;n.(iu) (im + m(3{uau)) + 2fn{uam/3u) + 2fn{ul3mau) 
"" 2 E {fi{uau)Pdj{'m) + J'i{m)(:idj{uau)) + 4:fri{uaml3u) 
(4.3.r 
2 E E /r(u)a4(^i)/?o!,(m) 
+2 E E Mrn)ade{u)Pdk{u) + 4fn{uam/3u). 
i+j=nc+k=j 
Thus, we have 
./;,,(./;) = 2 E friu)ads{u)/3dj{m) 
r+s+j=n 
iA-e-rk—n 
Now comparing (4.3.1) and (4.3.2), we get 
-2 E fi{m)l3de{xi)adk{u) + Afn{uam(5u). 
(4.3. 
AJn{uaml3u) = 4 ^ fi{u)adj{m)f3dk{u) 
i+j+k=n 
for all u G f/, nv e M and a,P G P. Using 2-torsion freeness of M, we get the desired 
result. 
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Lemma 4.3.2. ([66j, Lemma 6) Let M he a 2-torsion free T-ring satisfying the 
condition aabjSc = ajSbac for all a,b,c e M and a,P eT, U be a Lie ideal of M and 
F = {/i}igN be a generalized higher {U, M)-derivation on M. Then 
fn{uam,pv + vQW.ftv) = ^ fi{i')adj{m)dk{v) + fi{v)adj{m)(idk{u) 
i+j+k=n 
for all u.v e U,m e M and a, /3 G F. 
Proof Linearizing of ,/„(urrm/:Jn) = Y. /i('«)a(ij(m)/?4(w) with respect tow, gives 
US 
fn{{u + v)aml3{u + v)) = J2 fi{u +v)adj{m)/3dk{u +v) 
i+j+k=n 
= E {fi{u)adj{m)/3dk{u) + fi(u)adj(m)Pdkiv) 
i+j+k=n 
+fi{v)adj{rn)Pdk{u) + fi{v)adj{m)(5dk{v)). 
On the other hand, 
fn{,{u + v)am(3{u + v)) = fn{uaml3u) + fn{uamj3v + vamjUu) + fn{vam(3v) 
= E fi{u)adj{m)(5dk{u) + fn{uam(3v 
i+j+k=n 
+vamPit) + Yl fi{v)adj{ni,)/3dkiv). 
i+j+k=n 
Now comparing above two expressions, we get 
fniuam/Sv + vamf^u) — V ] fi{u)adj{m)pdk{v) + fi{v)adj{m)Pdk{u) 
i+j+k=n 
for all u, xj € U, m e M and «, /3 e F. 
Lemma 4.3.3. ([66], Lemma 8) Let M be a 2-torsion free T-ring satisfying the 
condition aab/3c = a/3bac for all a,b,c £ M and a,j3 ^ T, U be a admissible Lie 
ideal of M and F = {/JjgN be a generalized higher {U,M)-derivation on M. Then 
ip^(u, v) = 0 for all u,v eU,a eT and n e N. 
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Proof. We hav(> vl^{u, v) = 0 for all u,v GU,a eT and by Theorem 4.3.1, ip'^'iu, v) = 
0 for all u, II G (/. a G F. Now we assume, by induction on n € N, that is, ipmi'^- v) = 0 
for all u.v G 6', a G F, r;; G N and m < n. Let x — 4:{uavPw^vau + vauf3wyuav). 
Then by using Lenuna 4.3.2, we have 
t,k<n 
Ini^') = 4/„(uQ!))/:?u'7X'QU + 4'uaii/3u;7d„(i;aii) + ^ fi{uav)f3dj{w)^dk{i'au) 
i+j+k=n 
i,k<n 
+4f,i('rau)6w-fuav + AvauPw^dn{uav) + ^ fi{vau) l3dj{w)^dkXuav) 
i-\-j+k=n 
On the other hand, tjy Lennna 4.3.1 and D = {(ijjtgN is a higher ([/, M)-derivation 
on M. 
Jn{x) = Auaupwj Yl d,,{v)adk{u) + 4 ^ fi{u)adp{v)(3wruau 
s+k=n i+p=n 
+ E f,{u)adp{v)Pdq{w)'yds{v)adk{u) 
t+p^q+.'i+k=n 
+4:vauPun J2 dr{u)adk{v) + 4 ^ fi{v)adi{u)B'W^uav 
r+k=n i+l=n 
t+l,r+k<n 
+ J2 fi{v)adi{u)Pdt{w)'ydr{u)adk{v). 
i+l + t+7'+k=n 
Now com}:)aring the two expressions of /„(x-) and using '0^(«,(;) = 0 for all u,v G 
If, (y G F, V) < n, we get 
4-0,"(n, v)f3wjrau + 4'0,,"(''''5 u)(5w^uav + 4uavPw'y(l)^{v, u) + 4vauj3w'y(j)"{u, v) = 0. 
Using Remark 4.3.2 and 2-torsion freeness of il/, we get 
Since D = {f/j},eK is a higher [U, A/)-derivation on M, we have (j)"{u,v) — 0. Now by 
Lemma 1.4.6 and since U is noncentral, we get xl)^{u,v) — 0 for all u,v E U,a e F 
and ?). G N. 
Now we are well equipped to prove Theorem 4.3.2. 
Proof of Theorrm 4.3.2. We have xpQ{u,m) — 0 for all « G f/, m € M,a G F and by 
Theorem 4.3.1, 0','(u, m) = 0 for all w G [/, m G M, a G F. 
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Now we assume, by induction on n G N, that is, ip'^{u, m) = Q for all tt G C/, m 6 
M, a € r , m G N and m < n. Now since F = {fi}i^N is a generalized higher ([/, M)-
derivation on Af, we have 
0 = rpniu, ufim - m0u) = fn{uau(3m,) — fn{uam0u) — Y^ fi{u)adj{uPm — mfiu). 
i+j=n 
Since D = {(iJigN is a higher {U, A/)-derivation on M, we have 
fniuaupm) = Y^ fi{u)adi{u)l3dt{m). (4.3.3) 
i+l+t=n 
Since F = {fi}i&N is a generalized higher ({/, M)-derivation on M, we have 
fn{ua{ul3m) + {uPm)au) = ^ fi{u)adj{uPm) + fi(uPm)adj(u) 
i+j=n 
= fn{u)a{ul37ti) + uadn{ul3'm) 
i,j<n (4.3.4) 
+ E fi{u)adj{ul3m) + fn{u/3m)a{u) 
i,j<n 
+{u/]m)adn{u) + J2 fi{u/3m)adj(u). 
i+j=n 
Since t/;^(it, m) = 0 for all n G f/, m G i\/, a G F, m < n. 
fn{ua{uPm) + {uf3m)au) — fn{u)a{uf^m) + uadn{uj3m) 
i,l+t<n 
+ £ fi{u)adi{u)pdt{m) 
. i+l+t—n 
+fn{uPm)a{u) + {u(3m)adn{v) 
p+qj<n 
+ E fp{u)l3dq{m)adj{u). 
p+q+j=n 
On the other hand, by using Equation (4.3.3) and Lemma 4.3.1, we get 
(4.3.5) 
fn{V'a{y.ftrn) + {v,pm)av) = fn{uaufhn) + fn{u(3Tnau) 
= E fi{u)adi{u)Pdt{m) 
+ E fiiu}/3dj{m}adkiu) 
i+j+k=n 
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fn{ua{u(iTii) + {a!Jrti)au) = fn{u)a{uPm) + ua Yl di(u)(3dt{m) 
l4-t=n 
ij.+t<n 
+ J2 fi{u)adi{u)l3dtim) + {uam)l5dn{u) 
i+l-\-t=n 
i-hj,k<n 
+ Yl Mu)adj{m)pu+ J2 fi{u)adj{rn)f3di,(u) 
i+j=n i+j+k=n 
(4.3.6) 
By comparing (4.3.5) and (4.3.6) and using the condition aab(3c = af^bac for all 
a, 6, c G M and a. 6 G F, we get 
('<;(i/„ rn)0u = 0 for all u e U,m e M,a,p er,n e N. (4.3.7) 
Linearizing of (4.3.7) with respect to u gives us 
V:'"(M, m)3v + p^(v, m)l3u = 0 for all u,veU,me M, a, /3 G T, n G N. (4.3,8) 
Replacing (; by vav in (4.3.8) and since ip'^{uau,m) = 0, we arrive at ip^iu, m)l3vav = 
0. This im])lies that 
0 = V',"("' '>n)0{u + v)a{u + v) = ipniu, m)Pvau. 
Hence by Lemma L4.6 and since U ^ (0),'i/'^(i(,m) = 0 for all n G f/,m G M,a G F 
and n G N. I'lius Ijy the Remark 4.3.1, we have fn{uam) = Y, fiW)'^dj{vi) for all 
i+j=n 
u G U, VI G A/, a G F and n G N. 
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